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Abstract
This thesis explores hollow-core fibres as a platform for quantum optics experiments with laser-cooled atomic en-
sembles. The non-diffracting, tightly-confined guided modes of these fibers grant us a∼µm-wide one-dimensional
space to study atom-light interactions.
In order to describe on-going experiments, simulations are carried out to understand atomic motion into the
hollow fibers. Following which, a preliminary case study of a quantum optics experiment to convert wavelengths
of single photons with Cs atomic ensembles inside the hollow fiber is presented. Lastly, basic optical properties
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“In the first place it is fair to state that we are not experimenting with single particles,
any more than we can raise Ichthyosauria in the zoo.”
E. Schrodinger, 1952 [1]
So long, Dr. Schrodinger! We are currently riding a wave of technological change in our society. Within half
a century, tools such as nanofabrication, lasers and computing have enabled the observation and investigation
of curious ideas such as superposition, coherence, indistinguishability and entanglement of atoms and light.
Philosophical aspects relating subjects, objects and measurements aside [2], we find ourselves amidst a fertile
ground to fashion sustainable tools with the simplest and most ubiquitous units of our reality: photons and atoms
– especially as they promise efficiency, scalability, precision and novel algorithmic capabilities. As suggested,
there is a richness in the description of the dynamics of basic systems such as a single two-level atom coupled
to a one-dimensional photonic channel.[19] Increasing the number of particles multifoldedly adds to the nuance
required to talk about the landscapes they live in.
1.1 Quantum Optics and Photonic Quantum Information Process-
ing
An electromagnetic mode is a pattern of vibration of electric ( ~E) and magnetic ( ~B) vectorial fields which can
extend indefinitely like 3D plane-waves; or be confined like the resonant modes of a membrane. Boundary
conditions, often specified in terms of material configurations of dielectrics or metals, determine these patterns
of oscillations. The quickness of change is given by its frequency: that is, how long it takes for a pattern to repeat
itself in time. The space-time relationship of these oscillations is provided using vector algebra and differential
equations via Maxwell’s equations. This allows one to cross the bridge from the geometry of material source-
charges and currents to visualize these modes of movement. In addition, there is a measure of the ‘loudness’ of
these modes: referred to as energy. A key insight which birthed the development of ‘quantum’[264] theories, is
that energies of each mode come in discrete units. Meaning that, a given pattern of oscillation can only house
integer ‘amounts’ of energy: termed a photon, much like how a TV remote can only up the volume in unit
chunks. These integer steps are proportional to its frequency: E = hν.
Incorporating quantised fields with classical electromagnetism requires a know-how of operator algebra, [41]
which adds statistical detail required to describe light – such as its spatial and temporal correlations, along
with phase-space distributions.[40] Energies of atoms: electromagnetic and motional, also come in quantised,
discrete units. ‘Quantum Optics’ is about understanding the energetic transactions between atoms and light
at the smallest level. Wherein, one is lead to questions such as how atoms singly-and-collectively bathe in the
radiation field. While experiments provide us with a window to inquire into these facets of nature, ideas inspired
from such a description turn out to be technologically relevant.
Consider information processing, for instance. States of physical systems represent information. In the ‘classical’
realm, one can grant systems with definite states. Each arrangement of beads in an abacus corresponds to a
numeric state; intelligent operations on which can help us perform relatively complex calculations. States and
computations can also be represented via continuous variables.[275] Algorithmic complexity and the issue of
infinite precision aside, both routes: discrete and continuous variable logical processing are suggested to be
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Turing complete [275] – originally elaborated via two-state bits. However, our notion of definiteness gives way
to a newer unit of logic – a qubit: c0|0〉+c1|1〉. Unknown until measured, the switch is both on: |1〉 and off: |0〉,
and there is and isn’t a photon in the box? Such a superposition can be extended to n-state systems (qudits),
where n → ∞ (qumodes).[26] By marrying qubits, qudits and qumodes in different ways, one can conduct
algorithms – such as searching a database or factorizing prime numbers; and also study how the computation
scales with memory and temporal resources.[36] Atoms and photons, depending on which of their degrees of
freedom we’re looking at, can represent both discrete and continuous variable quantum information, and thus,
aid in such an exploration.
Further, the reality of such states in nature also presents us interesting questions from a communication point of
view. How do we share such seemingly paradoxical information? It doesn’t appear to be possible to truly convey
these coherences via fixed-state information? On-going experimental researches in quantum networking [62, 32],
distributing entanglement [60] and teleportation of quantum states [66] contribute towards a de-mystification of
the ways in which seemingly distant objects share an ‘underlying’ connection. Also, the suggested dissipationless
nature of quantum processes can prove to be fruitful for a range of engineering purposes [17] such as light sources
[31] and sensors.
Here, on-going experimental investigations of the NPQO laboratory to integrate atoms with light in hollow
optical fibers are elaborated upon. Before which, it might be helpful to briefly parse through some recent
emerging detail concerning light and matter.
Populating Fields of Light – One Photon at a Time
Local Oscillator
SignalSignal
Thermal light (Incandescent bulbs)
Coherent light (Laser source)




Figure 1.1: Examples of different sources of radiation: a) A resistive filament emits thermal radiation. Such
a source gives out blackbody photon-number statistics, bunched photons along with a Gaussian phase-space
(here, specified by the Wigner function) distribution. b) Lasers provide coherent radiation which translates to a
Poissonian photon-number distribution. While also gaussian in the phase-space, these correspond to minimum
uncertainty states – resembling classical particles. c) Emitters such as quantum dots can birth single-photon
Fock states, which are characterized by a non-Gaussian optical phase space and a sub-Poissonian auto-correlation
function. Plots are readily obtained using template codes provided in Ref.[217].
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Experiments show that even after stripping away all energy from the electromagnetic field, we aren’t left
with space devoid of activity.[47] This unusual broth of flux is oft talked about using ‘virtual’ particles.[59]
As suggested,[47] while not directly measurable, they leave signatures of their presence by morphing energy
levels of atoms, affecting electron transport and making geckos walk on walls.[254] From this vacuum, ‘real’
photons can be birthed by emission corresponding to energetic transitions in matter. Traditional sources of
illumination: incandescent lights, vapor lamps, LEDs, lasers and the more recent quantum dot displays deal
light in the currency of electronic energies.[Fig.1.1] Even though photons are indistinguishable [6], material
processes within these sources dictate the quality of radiation they emit. The incoherently bumping electrons
in a tungsten filament gives us thermal light, while the phase-maintaining stimulated emission in lasers lends
us coherent light. At a finer level, sourced from their discrete energy level-structure, individual quantum
emitters like atoms, color centers and quantum dots can provide us with single photons. Properties such as
photon-number distributions, temporal correlations and their amplitude-phase relationships can allow for their
categorization, and can be studied using photon-number detectors, Hanburry-Brown Twiss interferometers and
homodyne measurements, respectively.[40]
Light’s wave-like properties can be seen via interference and spectroscopy experiments. The vectorial nature
of its oscillation can be gathered from polarization measurements. These correspond to its phase, frequency
(wavelength) and angular momentum. At a given location, plane-waves of electric fields can have the form
~E = C cos{(~k · ~r0 − ωt) + φ}n̂. However, photo-detection experiments only give us integer counts. One way to
package these features together is via incorporating a numeric aspect to its amplitude: ~E → Ê. Each photonic
mode, contextual to the system, can be thought of by analogy to a quantum harmonic oscillator.[3] To grant







corresponding to the energy n~ω can be written as |n〉 – known as a Fock state. Then, a general state of light
for each mode can be written as:[40]
|Ψ〉 = c0|0〉+ c1|1〉+ c2|2〉+ c3|3〉+ ...+ cn|n〉+ ...
To navigate this space, creation and annihilation operators are helpful: Ĥ~k = ~ω~kâ
†â; and relate with absorption










(â− â†) â|n〉 =
√
n|n− 1〉 â†|n〉 =
√
n+ 1|n+ 1〉
A plane-wave real-valued field (φ → 0) can be written as an operator in terms of â†, â:
~E(~r, t) = [C0 exp i(~k · ~r − ωt) + C∗0 exp i(~k · ~r + ωt)]n̂→ Ê(~r, t) =
[
C̄0 exp i(~k · ~r − ωt)â+ C̄∗0 exp i(~k · ~r + ωt)â†
]
n̂
Akin to how position and momentum provides the state of a classical particle, p̂ and q̂ represent the phase-space
of light. These relate with the amplitude and phase of the field. The commuting relation: [q̂, p̂] = i~[â, â†] = i~,
points towards an uncertainty in knowing both aspects of the field at the same time – we can either measure
its amplitude or its phase with precision.[40] This uncertainty ties to vacuum fluctuations and the concept
of ‘squeezing’. In this optical phase-space, Wigner functions classify states of light into two broad camps:
Gaussian and non-Gaussian. While traditional sources house Gaussian features, non-classical states can have
non-trivial features such as a negative quasi-probability distributions, examples of which are Fock states. Turns
out, that these novel forms of quantum light find themselves as useful resources for all-optical universal quantum
computing.[29]
Generally, a multi-mode, multi-photon [16, 13] state (which can be entangled [155]) can be quite complicated to
digest. Indeed, highly coupled many-body states of light can showcase a solid-like crystallization and fluid-like
hydrodynamic behaviour.[27, 75] Photons in a medium can also attract, repel, and whilst donning an effective
mass, form ‘molecules’ ![29]
One Atom ... Many Atoms – Immersed in the Same Electromagnetic Field
A material-interfacing ought to aid in a study and application of the diverse and relatively unexplored forms
of light.[74] Atomic ensembles, for instance, can engender interactions between photons. With their nonlinear
response [198, 266], one can envision a variety of quantum optics protocols – allowing one to change, store
and source light. Photon-photon coupling in three-level ladder [Ξ] and ♦ energy level schemes can be used
for cross-phase modulation [78] and frequency conversion, [222, 226, 232] respectively. Another example of the
technological relevance of collective states of atomic ensembles is the storage of photonic quantum information
as quantum memories.[93, 95, 96, 97, 65, 102, 79] A brief depiction is shown in [Fig. 1.2] where a photon can
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be translated into collective atomic resonances. Using Λ-type three-levels in atoms, a few protocols have been
realized to transfer a photonic quantum state onto atomic ensembles. While one arm of the transition is used
as a control, the other arm translates the quantum state of light onto the atomic ensemble. These include
the DLCZ (Duan–Lukin–Cirac–Zoller) protocol and far-off resonant Raman scheme.[63, 64] Polariton-based
protocols (quasi-particles corresponding to the coupled excitation of matter and light) have also been proposed
to implement quantum memories.[93] In addition, atoms can also act as single photon sources [31], entangled
photon sources and photon subtractors. For instance, a double-Λ [202, 105] [Fig. 1.3] level scheme has been





Figure 1.2: A single quantum of excitation can be shared among many atoms. Dynamics of collective states
can only be followed along as a whole, as contrasted to evolving the state of each atom individually.
Conversely, a reliable interface also ought to help us study fundamental properties of a collection of atoms and
its interaction with light – such as their shared resonances and radiative properties.[103, 104, 105] Spaces of
collective states allude to themes of wholeness [30] and the Ship of Theseus’ paradox that ‘the sum is more
than its parts’. Interestingly, in analogy to light, ensembles of two-level atoms can also be talked about using
harmonic oscillator algebra. Represented by ‘collective operators’: X̂ and P̂ , the ensemble shares a one-to-one
mapping with |Ψ〉.[88, 61] Also analogously, there exist non-classical, non-Gaussian and entangled states of
ensembles which seem to find themselves as useful tools for information processing.[67] In addition, squeezing
and matter-wave interferometry allows collective quantum states to be very sensitive – possibly proving amenable
to applications such as gravitational wave metrology.[91]
Figure 1.3: As suggested in Ref.[105], when laser lights (represented by brown and orange arrows) are appro-
priately applied on a double-Λ energy level scheme of an atomic ensemble, entangled photon pairs (represented
by purple and green arrows) can be generated from vacuum!
1.2 Overview of Thesis Content
→ In Chapter 2, the effect of light energy on atomic motion is briefly reviewed. Within certain approximations,
atomic movement might be specified as point-particles moving in a potential landscape. By conveying the ODE
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of particle dynamics on parallel processors, one can follow millions of atoms in 3D potentials.
→ In Chapter 3, the experimental set-up of loading gravity-assisted atoms into hollow fibers [Fig. 1.4 a)] is
numerically re-created. These simulations are used to explore different initial conditions of the experiment.
The number of atoms making their way into the hollow fiber depends on the magneto-optically trapped cloud’s
size, positioning and temperature along with laser power and detuning. Loading estimates using a red-detuned
dipole beam and a blue-detuned hollow-beam tunnel which provide analytical potentials are presented. This
computation allows us keep a log of their time of entry into the fiber, trajectories within the hollow space along
with features of the loaded atomic ensemble. Also, comparisons with reported experimental and numerical
results are presented.
→ In Chapter 4, adapting an existing model, a preliminary analysis of single photon wavelength conversion
using atomic ensembles in hollow optical fibers is presented. A packing of atoms inside the hollow fibers can
create a 1D nonlinear medium. This nonlinearity, attributed to the electronic coherences of the atoms, can
birth a photon of newer frequency given an input photon. The ♦-energy level scheme in Cs atoms can connect
the input and signal fields, which can be treated via coupled-wave equations. The main interest is to see how
efficiently and noiselessly can conversion take place, and how this translates into the requirements of applied
field parameters and the optical depth of the atomic medium.
→ In Chapter 5, electromagnetic properties of 2D photonic crystal membranes are briefly discussed with the
intention of understanding atomic motion [Fig. 1.4 b)] in such an optical environment. First, the allowed modes
and transmission spectra for plane-wave fields are presented. And, larger region simulations grants us scattered
radiation when Gaussian fields are incident.
?
a) b)
Figure 1.4: a) Schematic of herding and interacting with atoms inside a hollow ∼7 µm waveguide. b) Schematic
of a hollow fiber capped with 2D photonic crystal membranes.
→ Statement of Contribution:
With the aim of studying motion of many atoms in optical environments, I’ve tried to write preliminary parallel
programs; using which loading into hollow-core fibers is estimated in a couple basic scenarios.
I’ve tried to contribute to the analysis of using atomic ensembles in hollow fibers for wavelength conversion; and
study introductory electromagnetic properties of photonic crystal membranes. These involve adapting existing
literature and methods to the setups of experimental interest.
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1.3 Strong Light-Matter Interactions
Our main concern is to interface atomic ensembles and light without wasting or losing photons. That is, each
given photon ought to be involved with the arranged atomic transitions. This is parametrized by the optical
depth (OD), which is a measure of the opacity of the medium. For a single atom, one might picture it as the
overlap between the optical mode area and the scattering cross-section [Fig. 1.5] of an atom. The optical mode
area can be reduced using a lens. As an example, if we focus a laser beam resonant to a spot size of d = ∼100










Figure 1.5: a) Photon plane-waves can give a ‘click’ on a detector, which is uniform across its area. It is
suggested that atoms only respond to light incident upon its cross-section area ∼ σcross.[33] b) One way to
transfer this energy from light onto the atom is to focus it using a lens.
To increase Pinteraction, one can add more atoms and thereby, increase the likelihood of absorbing a single
photon. Transmission through a sample as suggested by Beer-Lambert’s law scales with the number of particles
as: exp (−kOD), where OD = NPinteraction (with k being a constant). Although, the Rayleigh length (L),
associated with a traditional focusing, limits the number of atoms we can gather and talk to strongly.[265] If
hypothetically, this length can be extended, a photon can see a long train of atoms to talk to.[Fig. 1.6]
Figure 1.6: a) Interaction probability when many atoms are placed at a focusing spot of a laser beam. Naively,
interaction of a photon with many-atoms scales increases with the number of atoms. Diffraction-limited focusing
in free-space limits the number of atoms one can significantly interact with. b) In a non-diffracting mode, light
can see an extended collection of atoms (LF > L). Thereby making photon-level light interact with the medium.
1.4 Atomic Ensembles Inside Hollow-Core Fibers
[Fig. 1.6 b)] can be realized with the use of hollow optical fibers.[68] Traditional optical fibers allow for a low-loss
transport of light due to total internal reflection between the core and cladding: ncore > ncladding. Hollow fibers
can also guide light, albeit by different guiding mechanisms as their core has a refractive index of 1.
[Fig. 1.8] illustrates the allowed modes when a hollow region is surrounded by a lattice of holes etched in silica.
Such a reflection mechanism is attributed to the photonic band-gap (PBG) effect – (The same band-gap idea as
in the case of solid-state materials [Sec. 5.1]). In addition to PBG guidance, hollow fibers: such as anti-resonant,
Kagome and inhibited coupling (IC) fibers [70] allow for channelling light through their core.
To interact with the energies of Cs atoms in the wavelength ranges of ∼800 - 900 nm [77] and/or ∼1300 - 1400
nm, [70] the following two types of fibers are considered – ∼7 µm (core diameter) PBG fibers to interact with
the former range and ∼30 µm IC hollow fibers to interact with both the optical and telecom wavelength ranges.
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These are shown in [Fig. 1.7]. Contrasted to the involved design of the PBG fiber, the inhibited coupling fiber
houses a simpler design.
Figure 1.7: The two-types of hollow optical fibers being considered. A scanning electron microscope image of the
fiber face with its mode profile, and guiding wavelengths (the dashed vertical lines correspond to Cs wavelengths
of interest [Fig. 4.3]) for a) a ∼ 7µm diameter photonic crystal band-gap fiber (Adapted with permission from
NKT Photonics Inc: [77]) and b) a ∼ 30µm diameter inhibited coupling hollow fiber. (Adapted with permission
from [70] ([Fig. 5 b), d)] and inset of [Fig. 6 a)]) © The Optical Society.) For a) the mode profile refers to its
near-field intensity [77] and b) shows a reconstructed mode based on S2 imaging of a ∼30µm fiber.[70] In b),




Figure 1.8: a) Simulation region, as defined in the Lumerical MODE solutions software package [262], in order
to (roughly) replicate the geometry of a ∼7 µm hollow fiber shown in [Fig. 1.7 a)]. b), c) and d) show
the fundamental and higher-order modes – which share features with the LP00, LP01 and LP11 modes of
cylindrically-symmetric step-index fibers.
Atomic ensembles inside the fiber can be used to study many of the above mentioned protocols and aspects of
light-matter interaction – and allow for a miniaturization of quantum optics setups.[145] Also of interest, is the
low-energy footprint of such a device.[86] Due to their confined modes, hollow-cores require lower light powers
compared to the same situation in free-space.[Fig. 1.9]
Already, such fibers loaded with laser-cooled atoms have been in used in the exploration of a variety of quantum
phenomena, such as nonclassical properties of matter [81, 80, 82, 83, 84, 87], photon-level optical nonlinearities
[85], and photon storage.[79] Interestingly, Ref.[82] comments about the creation of quantised motional states
within the fibers and Ref.[87] mentions alludes to the possibility of creating Bose-Einstein condensates in the
fibers. And, proposals have been put forth for using hollow optical fibers to create strong non-linear mediums
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allowing for an observation of phase-transitions of light within them.[75, 76] Also of interest, is to arrange
atoms within this space. As suggested in Ref[87], creating one-dimensional lattices, or even three dimensional
configurations of atoms within their hollow space adds to the kinds of many-body atom-light dynamics that can
be studied.
Figure 1.9: Classical light fields (Ω), represented by coloured arrows, can prepare atoms into different electronic
coherences, granting the ensemble nonlinear optical properties. This can effect light transport at the photon
level – as mentioned to in [Fig. 1.6]. Hollow-core fibers, due to their small mode areas also reduce the power
requirement of the applied classical fields.
1.5 Coupling Atoms to Nanophotonic Structures
These micro-structured fibers can be contextualized in the emerging paradigms of engineering atom-light in-
teractions: namely, cavity QED (quantum electrodynamics) and waveguide QED.[20, 21, 22] [Fig. 1.11] By
trapping light between mirrors and creating nm-scale streams for light to flow in, a stronger interaction with
atomic energies can be achieved. Their spatial confinement of the modes are mentioned via modal volume and
effective area, which determine the strength of atom-light coupling.
Figure 1.10: An incoming photon can interact with the atom via absorption and emission, which is usually
thought of using the dipole approximation and a rotating wave approximation.[127, 37] At the quantum level,
field and atomic operators mingle, parameterized by g, the coupling constant.
a)
b)
Figure 1.11: a) By tuning mirror reflectivity and cavity size, and by b) creating small channels of light, we can
realize different kinds of atom-light interactions. The former allows quantised confined modes and the latter,
narrow travelling fields. A definition for Aeff is provided in Pg. 29.
In the case of waveguides, incorporating a preferential coupling (gwvg) to their modes shows a ‘competition’
between the free-space emission and emission confined by the structure. Parameters such as β, D allow us to
roughly categorize systems based on their single-photon interaction probability P and its chirality. β is a the
fraction energy from an excited atom is transferred to a waveguide:
Γwvg
Γtotal
, where Γ is the spontaneous emission
rate; and D refers to the directional nature of photon emission from the emitters. Hollow-optical fibers, while
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reducing mode-areas, don’t appear to morph spontaneous emission rates as much as nano-scale waveguides.
Sitting in an intermediary space from free-space to nanophotonics, their hollow spaces can accommodate more
atoms. The table below shows examples of systems where quantum emitters such as quantum dots or atoms
can be coupled to waveguides: such as optical fibers, nanobeams and photonic crystal waveguides (PCW), along
with rough parameters associated with them.
D in % β in % Aeff (µm
2) System Geometry specifications (nm), Natom
– ∼0.1[267] ∼20 Hollow Fibers with Cs ∼ 7000 diameter, Natom ∼ 104
∼92(8) ∼20 [23],b) ∼2 Nanofiber with Cs [23],a) 500 diameter, Natom ∼ 200
∼99(1) 70 Nanobeam with QD [25] 280 width, 140 height
– 98 – GaAs PCW with InAs QD [24] –
∼90(10) 98 – GPW PC with In(Ga)As QD [25] 70 radius, ∼250 gap, 160 thickness
– ∼25 ∼0.2[268] APCW PCW with Cs [90, 151] 200 gap, 350 feature size, Natom ∼ 1
It might also be possible to further increase photon ensemble interactions by creating a cavity around hollow
fibers – as shown in [Fig. 1.4 b)]. Refs: [72, 71] explore the place of such a system given figures of merit relevant
for cavity QED systems such as: single-atom cooperativity, finesse and loss-rates.
More generally, venturing into the nanoscale [143, 144, 148, 149] allows for novel interfacing of atoms to materials.
Their electromagnetic field mode-structure or photonic bath can be tuned – in both the near and far-fields.
Contrasted to single atoms placed in free-space, cavity and waveguide modes, an atom here can see quite
a different field-space.[249, 250, 251] For instance, these can provide for an enhancement, suppression and a
change in spontaneous emission rates [248, 253], long-ranged interactions [249], and have been used to tune the
directionality [11, 14, 15] of emission (noted in some of the systems above). Additionally, understanding this




Atoms, being the tiny units of natural magic they are, need to be delicately herded into places where we can
interact with them. After quietening the buzz of a room-temperature cloud of atoms in vacuum, one may guide
them to their destined locations. Such cooling and placement has been made possible by designing fields of light.
Functionalities have matured to such an extent that it is now possible to form ultracold (nK) condensates [107],
to make creative videos with single atoms [108], and to form custom 1D [109], 2D [110] and 3D [111] lattices sep-
arated by ∼ µm [112] with about a hundred atoms singly occupying each site. A finer interaction with individual
atoms is being made possible by placing them in and around µ-nanophotonic structures.[143, 144, 145, 146]
Chapter Overview: Here, we are interested in quantifying the movement of 133Cs atoms [Fig.2.1] so that one may
assess loading scenarios into a hollow fiber via simulations. Firstly, basic expressions for optical dipole forces are
briefly contextualized and reviewed. Next, conditions which allow us to treat atoms as moving point-particles
are mentioned. Stepping aside the matter-wave nuance of atoms, numerical integration of atomic trajectories
in analytical potentials is briefly discussed. As experiments start out with ∼ 108 atoms, a preliminary attempt
to parallelize the simulation is presented.
2.1 Describing Motion of Atoms in Light
Light’s energy can make matter move – wherein amplitude, phase and polarization of lights can be tuned to
provide linear and angular momentum [113] to particles – even at the level of single quanta of motional energies.
While motion of charged particles in electromagnetic fields appear to be more readily digestible, experiments
(since the 1970s) on neutral atoms have demonstrated the deflection of alkali atomic beams by near-resonant
light along with a damping of their motion to form atomic molasses – forming the ground upon which a variety
of laser cooling and trapping protocols have been developed.[131, 121]
As a brief overview-prelude, it might be instructive to revisit the issue of the motion of (non-relativistic) ‘wave-
particles’. Given a frame of reference, on the one hand, we have intuitive and precise trajectories along which
particles move at varying rates in time, and on the other, we have a seemingly non-trivial language of quantized
matter waves in a non-commutative space to paint their dynamics. Formalisms such as Newton’s and Hamilton’s
ordinary differential equations, Hamilton-Jacobi’s partial differential equations [114] and Lagrange’s variational
calculus (principle of least action) [129] seem to provide equivalent, yet ontologically different perspectives to
talk about the former. As a bridge to the latter, relations in analytical mechanics are seen to be analogous to the
movement of light rays in geometric optics (Fermat’s principle of least time) and Huygen’s wavefronts.[129, 126]
This connection informed the ideas of de Broglie and eventually Schrodinger [128, 130] to endow matter with
wave-like properties of interference [133, 134] and diffraction.[140, 141, 142] In addition, the path-integral
formalism’s generalization of the Lagrangian and de Broglie-Bohm theory’s quantum potential provide further
viewpoints to talk about motional quantum dynamics.
Here, we follow the Hamiltonian formulation to infer forces on atoms. Hamiltonian, a function corresponding to
the total energy and time-evolution of a system, is introduced as an operator, Ĥ, in quantum theory’s governing
differential equation.[115, 273] An example of its solutions being the discrete atomic spectra of Hydrogen-like
atoms [Fig:2.1 b)]. Often implied in such an approach is a separate treatment of electronic and nuclear degrees
of freedom.[116] Due to the mass of nuclei, atoms are followed along by their centre of mass – while wave-like
resonances are used to describe electronic energies. Although, nuclear kinetic energy can be incorporated via
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the momentum operator: p̂n = −i~∇n. With the kinetic energy terms, Ĥ – for a Hydrogen-like atom – in the
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:0Vn(~rn) + Ĥatom + Ĥfield + Ĥatom−field
That is, the total energy of an atom-plus-field system includes the motional and potential energy of the electron-
nuclear system, along with the energy in the field and the atom-light interaction energy. On the atom side of
things – introducing position and momentum operators: {p̂n, r̂n}, provides for a qualitatively different phase
space for particles [117]. And, considering the electromagnetic field ought to properly invoke the role of quantized
radiaition fields, including the quantum vacuum, and its interaction with the atom. Following such dynamics
appears to be quite nuanced.[118]
Although, when two energy levels of atoms and simple classical light fields are considered, some canonical
ideas concerning the equations of motion for atoms and their physical interpretation have emerged. These, as
re-presented below, can be gathered from review literature and texts such as Refs.[123, 120, 121, 124, 122, 4].
Particularly, (to some extent) in terms of light absorption, emission (spontaneous and stimulated) and the
Doppler effect – one might interpret how dissipative, conservative, viscous and momentum diffusion forces upon
atoms can come to be. Multi-level atoms and additional degrees of freedom such as polarization of light add to
the kinds of optical forces.
In order to derive these, we restrict ourselves to describe the energetic movement between fields and atoms
in two steps. First, Ĥinteraction = Ĥatom−field can be used to evaluate the electron’s interaction with the
electromagnetic field. In the absence of an external potential directly affecting the nucleus, Vn(~rn) → 0,
Ĥ = Ĥo + Ĥinteraction, where Ĥo = KEn + Ĥatom + Ĥfield. From this, (mean) forces on the atomic centre can
be estimated via Ehrenfest’s theorem. Alternatively, without going into the subtleties, some aspects of these
forces can also be viewed by considering a neutral atom as a small classical dipole.[125, 4, 120, 49]
9.193 GHz
Figure 2.1: a) Cs nucleus contains 55 protons and 78 neutrons, amounting to a rest mass of ∼ 2.206 × 10−25
kg. As an alkali metal in the sixth row, 54 of its electrons form a stable core [Xe] with a lone valence electron
in the 6s orbital providing for its electronic properties. The sixth shell of single electron wavefunction can be
associated with an Å level length scale, which is of the same order of magnitude as van der Waals and atomic
radii of Cs. b) A spin-orbit fine structure split of the [Xe] 6p orbitals as D1 and D2 lines in Cs. Electron and
nuclear spins interact to provide a hyperfine structure.
2.2 Potential Landscapes with Dipole Optical Forces
Atom as a two-level system interacting with classical fields
A classical electromagnetic field interacts with the charges of an atom. Two of the atom’s energy levels resonant
at an angular frequency ωeg, are represented by: |g〉 and |e〉 [Fig:2.2] (of interest here, are the states linked
by D1 and D2 lines in the Cs atomic structure [Fig:2.1]). This interaction is usually pictured via a dipolar
coupling between the incident field’s energy and the valence electron-nuclear charge system.[4, 122] That is,
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Ĥinteraction = −d̂ · ~E, where d̂ = qer̂ is the dipole moment operator. A linearly polarized (along some direction





a rotating wave approximation [4, 119] allows us to write: −d̂ · ~E = −~|Ω|2 (κ|g〉〈e| + κ
∗|e〉〈g|) [269], where
|Ω| = µegE0~ is the (real part of) Rabi frequency, µeg = |〈e|d̂|g〉| is (amplitude of) the transition dipole matrix
element and κ accounts for the complex exponential terms of the field and the dipole matrix element (φd):
ei(ω
′t+φ+φd). For this approximation, the applied fields are assumed to be close to resonance. φd is assumed to













Figure 2.2: At the location of the atom, a monochromatic field interacts with the electronic states of the alkali
atom. ω is the angular frequency of the transition, and the incident field is detuned by ∆ = ωeg - ω
′.
For the Hamiltonian, Ĥ ′ = Ĥatom+Ĥinteraction, time evolution of the wavefunction |ψ(t)〉 is given by Schrodinger’s









As mentioned in Ref.[4], effects of the environment are phenomenologically included. Decay and dephasing
terms correspond to the loss of superposition and decoherence of the superposition in the electronic wavefunction:
|ψ〉 = cg |g〉+ce |e〉, respectively. D̂ is considered via: γ⊥(dephasing rate) = Γ/2+γc, where Γ is the spontaneous
emission rate and γc → 0 relates with dephasing due to collisions. Contribution from the Langevin noise terms
(F̂) are not considered. They however, play a role in ‘momentum diffusion terms’.[122] With this, one obtains
the following temporal dynamics of the electronic wavefunction:
ρ̇ = − i
~
[Ĥ ′, ρ]− D̂ + F̂

















. The atomic state evolution equations, also referred to
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ρ̃ee, ρ̃gg provide us the population of the levels (ρ̃ee + ρ̃gg = 1) and ρ̃eg tells us about their coherence (super-
position) between the levels. The latter term, as briefly mentioned in Pg.16, relates with the optical response
of a two-level atom. These equations can be integrated numerically.[217] As an example, [Fig.2.3] shows the
temporal dynamics of the population terms with and without Γ (= 2π × 5.23 MHz) when incident light with
Ω = 5.23 MHz is on-resonant to a Cs atom’s D2 line.
In the steady-state condition, time evolution of density-matrix terms can be set to zero, i.e. dtρ̃ → 0, and the
atomic state can be inferred as: (assuming φ→ 0) [124, 123]
ρ̃eg =
iΩ(4∆2 + Γ2)
(Γ + i∆)(4∆2 + Γ2 + 2Ω2)
ρ̃ee =
Ω2Γ
(4∆2 + Γ2 + 2Ω2)
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Figure 2.3: Time evolution of the population terms ρee and ρgg with and without (dashed) the inclusion of
spontaneous emission Γ. Atoms are initially (at t = 0) in ground state ρgg → 1. Rabi oscillations (dashed) can
be interpreted in terms of absorption and stimulated emission. When Γ is taken into account via the Master
equation, these oscillations are damped into a steady-state solution.
Given the time-evolved state of the electronic wavefunction, the effect on nuclear motion can brought into the
discussion by considering the Hamiltonian: Ĥ = KEn + Ĥ
′. For a steady-state wavefunction, Heisenberg’s







This step, brings in the spatial dependence of the field parameters – phase (φ(~r)) and intensity (Ω(~r)) – as the










= ∇nΩ(~r)eiφ(~r) + Ω(~r)eiφ(~r)∇φ(~r)
Then, Ehrenfest’s theorem provides us the mean force an atom would experience at each point by taking the
expectation of dp̂ndt . This is sometimes termed the ‘quantum’ version of Newton’s equations of motion: [121]
〈dp̂n
dt
〉 = 〈~F 〉 = qe〈∇(d̂ · ~E)〉 ←→ ~F = ~(∇Ωρge +∇Ω∗ρeg)
Here, when considering the incident field to be a plane-wave (assuming Ω → Ω(~r)eiφ(~r) → Ωe−i~k·~r) the force
















Shown in [Fig.2.4], when atoms absorb and emit light, one might interpret two momentum transfers taking place.
Absorption ‘events’ provide a momentum transfer of −~~k. Corresponding to which, a (averaged) dissipative
force is given by ~Fscattering. Also, spontaneous emission recoil is suggested to provide a ‘momentum kick’.[192]
This contributes to a diffusion of atom’s momenta. Although, moving away from plane-waves appears to be
a bit subtle. Firstly, additional terms to account for spatially varying phase-terms are needed φ(~r).[137, 138]
And as suggested in Ref.[122], momentum diffusion can have ‘anomalous’ features when an atom, for instance,
is placed near a node of a standing-wave field.
On the other hand, while plane-waves don’t lend a dispersive force, ~Fdispersive, a combination of them can lead















Figure 2.4: In addition to energizing electrons, atoms receive a mechanical push due to absorption. Emission
of this energy provides a recoil. A Cs atom absorbing a photon at wavelength 852 nm receives a momentum
kick of ~k ≈ 7.8× 10−28 kg m/s, which translates to a velocity change of ∼0.003 m/s. And an acceleration (if
interpreted as Γ∆v) ∼104 m/s2.
In addition, depending on the sign of ∆, ~Fdispersive can create attractive or repulsive forces. [Fig.2.5] shows how
one can form potential wells or hills using intensity gradients. This force can be interpreted as a re-distribution
of stimulated emission.[122]
Figure 2.5: Blue-detuned (top) and red-detuned (bottom) light can be used to create intensity-dependent
repulsive and attractive forces, respectively. Such a potential, for instance, can be realized along the dotted in
a Gaussian field profile.
When light is detuned sufficiently off-resonance, the absorption-emission cycles can be neglected and thus, the
intensity gradients mainly contribute towards the force. Although, in this case, the counter-rotating terms
which were ignored in the rotating-wave approximation also ought to be considered. Ref.[136] considers this in












This potential expression can be generalized to consider the case of multiple atomic energies. For three-level




























Qualitatively, Udipole can be seen via energy eigenvalues of the combined atom-light system.[Fig. 2.6] While not
discussed, this ac Stark shift dressing (when sufficiently off-resonant and of low intensity) [211] can either split
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their energy-gap or leave it unaffected. The former kind of dressing is realized when state-insensitive ‘magic’
wavelengths are used.[176]
or
Figure 2.6: Possible dressings of a two-level atom by an off-resonant classical field. Energies of a bare atom are
|g〉, |e〉, and energies of the atom-light (dressed atom) are: |g′〉, |e′〉
Atom as a small spring-mass dipole
The derivation noted above might appear somewhat queer as, while spatial dependence of the force comes about
due to a quantum mechanical definition of momentum, atoms are eventually treated as particles. Another aspect
that doesn’t appear readily clear in a dynamical sense is that of spontaneous emission.[270] A more classical
picture on the situation is provided via a charged spring-mass model [Fig.2.7]. That is, the electron-nuclear
charge system can be viewed as a small dipole.[33, 120] Here, this separation is assumed to be much smaller than
the wavelength of radiation – |∆r|  λ – and atomic resonances (ωeg) are thought of as a classical oscillator
along with a damping (γ) term: [120]
Figure 2.7: The linear part of atomic response can be modelled by a damped spring-mass system.
The incident electric field polarizes the atom: ~d = qe~r = ~d+ + ~d−; ~d+ = α~E+, where α (polarizability) can be













(ω2 − ω′2)2 + ω′2γ2
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In this picture, gradient of the dipolar interaction potential leads to the dispersive force (which might gel with
the re-distribution of stimulated emission interpretation of ~Fdispersive [122]). Upon time-averaging over the




∇E20 Udipole(~r) = −
1
2
〈~d · ~E〉t = −Re(α)E20
Also, as in the two-level model, scattering forces (the factor ~k, for plane-waves can be replaced by ∇φ for more
general phase gradients [125]) on a dipole can be interpreted via an absorption-emission process (αimaginary),
which is dissipative and corresponds to the mean scattering force. Based on which, a photon scattering rate












As elaborated in Ref.[120], these forces relate with in-phase and out-of-phase oscillations of the charges. Po-
larizability (α) can also be inferred via its density matrix terms: ρeg, wherein the real part corresponds to the
dispersive effects and the imaginary part corresponds to scattering: α ↔ ρeg. [Fig.2.8] compares these two
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models of an atom. While the response of a damped harmonic oscillator is strictly linear, ρeg terms contain
higher-order field dependent terms.
a) b)
Figure 2.8: a) The real and imaginary part of polarization (normalized) response of a spring-mass dipole. b) In
relation, real and imaginary part of the coherence terms in ρeg (obtained using [217]) of an atom point towards
absorption and dispersion. A difference being, that while spring-mass dipole response is linear, a two-level atom
shows an intensity-dependent line-width broadening.
Another difference between the models is the how scattering forces are considered. In the spring-mass case,
only a dissipative force term is entertained and in the two-level model, Γscattering calls for a diffusion of its
momentum via spontaneous emission events. Although, tangentially, thinking of atoms as an oscillating dipole
and also a two-level model might help clarifying ideas relating quantum antenna.[12, 13]
Velocity-dependent forces
The above discussion pertains to forces upon atoms at rest. Moving atoms don an additional velocity-dependent
term. In some cases, this might be interpreted arising in relation to the Doppler effect – where the velocity
of the atom towards or away from the field determines its detuning. Approximately, an atom can experience
an extra viscous force – ~Fviscous = −β~v (details of which depend on, for instance, whether standing-wave or
travelling-wave fields are considered [121]) – in addition to scattering and dispersive forces. Such a damping
force is used to create atomic optical molasses.[139] Interestingly, this adds to the toolbox of tweaking atomic
motion. That is, along with position-dependent forces, velocity-dependent forces can alter the phase-space
distributions of atomic clouds.[121]
When can atoms be thought of as point particles?
Analogous to the ray-optics regime for light, matter-waves can be considered as point particles. Atomic
wavepackets can have an initial position and momentum spread: ∆ratom and ∆patom.[140, 141, 142, 123, 122]
For the dipole-approximation to be valid, ∆ratom  ∆rI,var and ∆ratom  λ.[Fig. 2.9] If large enough, atomic
waves can diffract through intensity patterns in light.[134, 134]
Internally, atom consists of its electronic energies and how they’re effected by light. An example of time-scales
concerning internal degrees of freedom relate with spontaneous emission lifetimes, which plays a role in providing
a recoil to its external degrees of freedom – its nuclear motion. The calculated potential assumes a point particle
settling into the steady-state at each position, so if the processes concerning its electronic evolution are much
quicker, one can ‘adiabatically eliminate fast internal variables’. These time-scales are compared via: ~k
2
2m  Γ
– which is met for most atomic transitions.[122]
Also, as the atom’s spatial extent limits its point-like consideration, especially if the fields vary over its de
Broglie wavelength. ∆ratom which, if assumed to be ∼λdB , suggests a consideration of its velocity. For instance,






Figure 2.9: Some length scales relevant when considering atomic motion in optical fields. Time-averaged
intensity of light, along with its spatially varying component. Typically, light fields can be focused until its
∆rI,var ∼ λ. An atom is represented by its own (external degrees of freedom) wave-function.
The following discussion centres around far-off resonance traps [174], and is restricted to conservative potentials
(Uopt = Udipole) in relatively low field intensities, where ~Fscattering,Γscattering and ~Fviscous aren’t taken into
account. For the mentioned velocity range, atoms are assumed to be point-particles.
2.3 Numerical Integration of Atomic Motion
Given a (static) potential in 3D space, U(x, y, z), we wish to follow point-particle movements. The rate of rate
of change of position can be represented in terms of a difference equation. For instance, the central-difference





















Finite-differences translate the question of integration into a sequence of arithmetic operations, which can
be written down as computer programs.[157, 158, 159, 160, 161] Time-stepping (∆t) position, velocity and
acceleration (~ri, ~vi,~ai) of the i
th particle allows us to keep track of the particles. For instance, [Fig. 2.10] shows
a rather non-trivial movement of an atom for the mentioned conditions. Intensity-gradient forces in the vertical
direction keep it from falling.
Also, introducing a finite-step is susceptible to errors. The order of error depends on the method of integration
[162] used: such as Euler - O(∆t), velocity-Verlet - O(∆t3), Leapfrog - O(∆t4). For example, in the Verlet
algorithm, the updated position can be approximated via the following update: ~r(t+ ∆t) = 2~r(t)−~r(t−∆t) +
∆t2~a(~r) +O(∆t4). In general, the error depends not only on ∆t, but also variations in the field.
In a conservative force-field: ~F = −∇Uopt(~r), keeping a tab on the energy conservation: |∆Ui| = |∆KEi| (where
Ui is the net potential of the particle) helps us keep a check on the integrator’s stability. In a tangential mention,
Leapfrog and Verlet methods are ‘symplectic’ and time-reversible which reflect the conservation principle of the
Hamiltonian. Due to this, astronomical and molecular dynamics [169, 168] codes often use these methods to
keep track of particles over long time-scales.
In addition, other non-symplectic higher-order methods of integrating such ODEs such as Runge-Kutta (RK)
and predictor-corrector methods provide routes to treat dynamics where the forces can be velocity-dependent
or non-conservative. And interestingly, properties of these algorithms can be related to transformations in
analytical mechanics.[162]
To evolve atoms in 3D analytical potentials, Euler, velocity-Verlet and 4th order RK methods are attempted.
Also, instead of a fixed time-step, adaptive time-steps – such as an RK-Cash-Karp (RKCK) algorithm – can be




Figure 2.10: The conservative potential is formed by a laser beam at 935 nm, with a power of 40 mW at the
beam waist of 2.75 µm. a) For the initial condition (rx, ry, rz) = (-6.4, -10.5, 96.6) µm and (vx, vy, vz) =
(0.04, -0.02, -0.01) m/s, the trajectory can be confined upwards inspite of gravity. b) This can be understood
in terms of the upwards gradient of the diverging field intensity. While along the axis, the atom sees a potential





Runge-Kutta Cash-Karp O(∆t4) Non-symplectic, Adaptive ∆t
Onwards, to form atomic trajectories, the following (modified) [163] velocity-Verlet method is used for the
updates – (~r,~v,~a) can be changed to (~rnew, ~vnew,~anew; ~v′new is termed a half-step and ~anew uses a position
dependent update via ~F (~r)).
~v′new ← ~v + ~a
∆t
2
~rnew ← ~r + ~v′new∆t ~a← ~anew ~vnew ← ~v′new + ~anew
∆t
2
Keeping Track of Millions of Atoms with Parallel Programs
Experiments typically start out with hundred million atoms (more about which is briefly discussed in Pg.22)
spread across a few millimetres, and we want to follow their journey into µm spaces. Iterating 108 particles, where
each particle takes ∼ Tevolve seconds [Fig.2.11], suggests a run-time of ∼ 2000 hr. One place of improvement
is to realize the computation closer to the clock-rate of the processors. Supposing each of the 108 particles
are updated within ∼10-100 clock cycles, translating to ∼1 s of computing time, then, time-evolving for about
10,000 time-steps (∼10 ms) suggests a ∼2 - 200 hr run-time. Ideally, we’d like to explore different configurations
of the experimental setup, allowing for quick diagnostics and exploration of the experimental parameter space.
The efficiency of code depends on the manner in which it represents atomic dynamics. From a beginner’s
point of view, some matters of programming relevance include: data structures used for the particles [171], the
‘low-leveledness’ of the programming language and libraries invoked. Further, compiler/code optimizations and
algorithmic nuances can allow for faster memory accesses and higher efficiencies. In addition to the program,
software architectures and computational hardware are also relevant to the nature of the simulation. Such a
particle system is well-suited to be mapped onto the parallel data flows encouraged by modern hardware’s (such





Figure 2.11: For the atomic trajectory shown in c), the attempted integration methods show different fractional
changes in energy (which can serve as a proxy for the accuracy of the computation). The conditions of the light
beam are the same as in [Fig. 2.10]. And, the initial conditions of the Cs atom are (rx, ry, rz) = (5.7, -9.6, 277)
µm, (vx, vy, vz) = (-0.03, -0.01, -0.04) m/s. Written with Python’s NumPy library, b) shows the time taken to
run such a computation. The pink areas in a) and b) correspond to a rough range of runtime and ‘errors’ when
an adpative time-stepping algorithm is implemented.
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A GPU launches indexed microprocessors when its kernel is invoked. At the bottom of its memory hierarchy
is a thread, which nibbles away small calculations – in this case: the update steps and function calls to get the
forces. When potentials are analytical, the calculations are relatively self-contained within each thread. And
when the potential is expressed via a data-grid or when there are particle-particle interactions, the threads have
to call onto a shared memory. [Fig. 2.13] compares the time taken for parallel and serial programs to carry out
thousand update steps on 1− 108 atoms.
Shared Memory
Figure 2.12: A high-level illustration of mapping each particle onto different processing streams in a parallel
processor.
Many updates on such a simple program to add detail to atomic trajectories are possible. Firstly, the force
fields experienced by the atoms can be generalized to incorporate momentum diffusion, damping and dissipative
forces.[177, 188] In addition to single-particle dynamics, atom-atom interactions [172] can also be considered.
A standard approach to keep track of cut-off range distances [173] for particles involves a grid-based algorithm.
Such a step reduces the number of operations from O(N2) to O(N). Further, conventional approaches on such
processors also allows one to directly render/animate these dynamics, which can be of interest.[165, 166]
Figure 2.13: Runtime taken for a thousand velocity-Verlet time-steps on different number of particles. Python
(Using NumPy), C++ (with an -O3 optimization flag), which are serial programs, were run on a i7-8750H
CPU. Parallel programs were tested on commercially available graphics cards: GTX 1050 Ti and RTX 3090
(using: vast.ai). In Python, (~r,~v,~a) for the particles are represented using 1D arrays; and for C++ and CUDA
programs, the particles are represented using an array of structures.
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Chapter 3
Guiding Laser-cooled Atoms into
Hollow-Core Optical Fibers
Optical forces such as ~Fdispersive can be used to trap atoms and ~Fscattering is often used to cool an atomic gas
– although, the stochastic nature provides a recoil limit to the temperature (which is ∼100 µK for Cs atoms).
Lower (referred to as sub-Doppler) temperatures upto 1 µK can be reached using polarized lights and magnetic
fields – which involve the atomic hyperfine levels.[121, 184] Such initial conditions for atoms are often met in
Magneto-Optical Traps (MOT) (an example of which is in [Fig. 3.1]). From this mm-scale MOT, the atoms
have to be guided into µm-scale hollow-core fibers.
The efficacy of ensemble-light interactions inside hollow-core fibers often relate to the optical depth of the
medium in which they take place, which is in turn proportional to the number of loaded atoms when the
experiments take place inside the hollow region. Moving optical potentials [178, 179] have been proposed [180]
(suggesting a loading efficiency [the fraction of atoms loaded per total number of atoms] of upto ∼40%) and used
to guide atoms from free-space into a sideways-positioned fiber [80, 81, 82, 83, 84], wherein, a study reported 5%
loading efficiency from a trap placed a few mm away.[193] Red-detuned diverging beams from vertically aligned
fibers, with a MOT prepared a few mm above the tip, were used to attain efficiencies of the order 0.01% [189],
0.1% [190] and 1% [192, 87] – pointing towards quite some room for improvement. Some of the experimental
results have also been followed along by simulations.[192, 185] However, some discrepancies in the number of
loaded atoms are put forth in Ref.[87]. In addition, dark funnel [87] and hollow tunnel beams [190, 187, 188]
were employed to increase atomic densities.
In the NPQO laboratory, Cs atoms released from a filament in a vacuum chamber are cooled and gathered using
a MOT, wherein temperatures of ∼ 30µK clouds [189] have been realized using σ+ − σ− polarization gradient
cooling. Once cooled, atoms are released from the MOT so that they might make it into a vertically oriented
fiber, with the help of optical dipole trapping beams.
Chapter Overview: Using the introductory simulation recipe put forth in the preceding chapter, atomic tra-
jectories into hollow-core fibers are estimated. Specifically, red-detuned Gaussian beams and blue-detuned
hollow-beam tunnels form conservative analytical potentials through which atoms can travel. These results
are compared with experimental and numerical reports. The loading efficiency’s dependence on experimentally
relevant parameters – trapping beam and MOT cloud parameters – is also explored. In addition, the ensemble
inside the hollow fiber is visualized for one of the loading scenarios, wherein, details such as atom-atom spacing
and velocity distributions are relevant whilst understanding atom-light interactions. However, the accuracy of
the results have not been studied in detail.
3.1 Gravity-Assisted Dipole Red-detuned Gaussian Trap
The experimental set-up to be analysed is shown in [Fig. 3.1 b), c)]. Assuming the atom-cloud (with 108 atoms)
has no transverse velocity, the number of atoms that can be gathered inside the hollow fiber is ∼900. This
ought to reduce as temperature is increased.
A diverging Gaussian profile starting at the fiber-tip provides Udipole. This can be employed to funnel more
atoms into the fiber, corresponding to the schematic in [Fig. 3.1 a)]. Red-detuned from Cesium’s 852nm and









      Fiber
w ~ 3 mm
h ~ 5 mm
Figure 3.1: a) Schematic of the initial condition of a MOT cloud atom a hollow fiber. b) Picture of the
experimental setup. The hollow-core fiber resides in the vacuum cell, and the Cu coils generate the magnetic
fields to form the atomic cloud inside the cell. [Image source: [34]] c) Snapshot of a MOT cloud formed atop
the hollow fiber. [Image source: [34]]
can be assumed to be conservative, and has the added benefit of avoiding intensity dependent effects due to
the confined mode of the fiber. For Gaussian beams, it is suggested that phase-gradient and velocity-dependent
forces appear to cancel out.[138]
Similar to the simulations performed in Refs.[186, 192], the experimental conditions as elaborated upon in
Ref.[189] are numerically re-created. Loading dynamics have also been followed via a different approach in
Ref.[185], which takes into account the cylindrical symmetry of the setup. All these simulation approaches
appear to be conducive for translation onto parallel hardware.
Initially, as also suggested in Ref.[185], positions are sampled uniformly in a sphere of a given radius and location.
Within which, velocities are sampled from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution – according to the temperature of
the MOT cloud. [185] suggests that about 108 are samples are needed to limit the error in the loaded number of
atoms to ∼1%. Optical dipole forces and gravity provide for the accelerations that move the atoms. Snapshots
of such an evolution are shown in [Fig. 3.2].
Yoon et al. [Experiment] [189] Yoon et al. [Simulation] [185]
Atomic species Cs Cs
HC-PCF and Mode Diameter 7.5 µm, 5.5 µm 7.5 µm, 5.5 µm
MOT Height, Diameter 5 mm, 3 mm 5 mm, 3 mm
MOT Cloud Temperature 32 µK 32 µK
Dipole Laser Wavelength 935 nm 935 nm
Dipole Laser Power 50 mW 40 mW
Reported Loading Efficiency 1.6 × 10−4 1.1 × 10−4
Simulated Loading Efficiency 1.8 × 10−4 1.4 × 10−4
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Norm.
Figure 3.2: An illustration of simulating the dropping of ∼50,000 Cs atoms from a MOT cloud (T = 32 µK)
placed 5 mm atop the hollow fiber in the presence of a red-detuned Gaussian dipole trapping beam with power
P = 40 mW. The fiber face is at z = 0 mm.
With an adaptive time-step and a check to drop atoms significantly out of reach, a run of 100 million atoms
(for a time-step of 0.01 µs) in such a setup can take about an ∼hour. The results of loading efficiency (the
condition for loading is mentioned in: [Fig. 3.7]) are noted in the table above. Some of the atoms that can be
loaded into the fiber can be seen in [Fig. 3.3 a), b), d)]. A noticable effect of the potential can be seen within
500 µm of the fiber face. This can be understood in terms of the potential well that is formed along any given
horizontal plane [Fig. 3.3 c)]. As the potential is conservative in nature, atoms moving into the trap from the
side (with sideways velocities) can escape it. However, atoms moving into the trap from the top with a small
enough velocity are trapped. These trapping velocity contours are sketched in [Fig. 3.4]. Broadly, the role of
such a guiding mechanism is to big-mouth the hollow fiber in order to swallow a larger fraction of the falling
atoms.
Comparison with Other Literature
As a brief check, the simulation is tested (Natom = 10
7 and ∆t = 0.1 µs) with reports also interested [190, 192,
186] in the gravity-assisted trapping of atoms into hollow optical fibers. †Although, loading dynamics in Ref.[186]
and Ref.[192] also consider a stochastic momentum kick process, as required by the applied field strengths and
detuning. The FORT approximation is limited as ~Fscattering is prominent when the dipole trapping wavelength
is close to ∼780, 794 nm transitions of Rb D lines, and also when laser intensities are high. ∗The MOT clouds
in the reports start with a Gaussian density distribution, rather than the spherical distribution considered here.
Bajcsy et al. [Exp.] [190] Hilton et al. [Exp. & Sim.] [192] Yang et al. [Sim.] [186]
Atomic species 87Rb 85Rb 85Rb
Hollow-Core and Mode Diameter 7 µm, 4 µm 45 µm, 33 µm 64 µm, 44 µm
MOT Height, Diameter 6.3 mm, 0.68 mm 25 mm, 1* mm 5 mm, 2* mm
MOT Cloud Temperature 40 µK 5 µK 10 µK
Dipole Laser Wavelength 802 nm 797.25† nm 821† nm
Dipole Laser Power 25 mW 1† W 0.5† W
Reported Loading Efficiency ∼5 × 10−4 3.2 % 19 × 10−4
Simulated Loading Efficiency 3.8 × 10−4 19 % 80 × 10−4
A part of the variation in the comparisons with Refs.[192, 186] might relate with the mentioned scattering
loss mechanism. However, a dipole force based calculation (without Γscattering) in Ref.[185] suggests a ∼4 %
loading efficiency in their estimate of Ref.[192]’s results. It would be helpful to re-verify energy conservation
with a larger number of atoms and a smaller time-step and also, check the simulation results after incorporating
Γscattering. Also, in the simulations of experiments reported in Ref.[189] and Ref.[190], the core and mode





Figure 3.3: a) ∼70 trajectories of atoms (out of ∼0.5 million) that make their way into the hollow-core region.
b) A close-up of 15 of the trajectories showing the effect of the dipole trapping beam. c) An xy intensity
cross-section of the Gaussian profile forms a potential well. Atoms that make their way into the well from the
top (with low transverse velocity) are trapped. d) A scaled version of one path of the atoms showcasing the
role of the dipole trapping beam. For the pictures: ∆t = 0.1 µs. For this time-step, (in this simulation setting)
the maximum fractional change in energy is ∼0.05.
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Effect of Laser Power and MOT Cloud Temperature
Figure 3.4: Contour potential surfaces in terms of the trapping velocities outside 7 and 30 µm fibers. For atoms
moving with same velocities, higher powers can capture them from a larger volume.
For the discussed loading scenario [189], [Fig. 3.5] shows variations of the loading efficiencies for 7.5 µm and
30 µm fibers (which is assumed to have a Gaussian fundamental mode with a beam waist of 11.8 µm) [Fig.
1.7] when temperature of the MOT cloud and intensity of the dipole beam is varied. The lower limit of the
MOT temperature is set to 1 µK, as it is experimentally viable.[184] And, the role of the dipolar trapping
beam’s intensity can can be gathered from [Fig. 3.4]. The linear increasing trend of the captured atoms is also
suggested via simulations in Ref.[185], and which might relate with the heuristic argument of the overlap of the
MOT cloud with the effective capture range for different laser powers.[192]
a) b)
Figure 3.5: Approximate scans (Natom = 10
6 and ∆t = 0.1 µs) to check for the dependence of loading efficiencies
on dipole laser power and the initial MOT cloud temperature for a a) 7.5 µm core fiber and b) 30 µm core fiber.
Data are denoted by markers, while the dotted lines are a fitted linear line.
Sizing and Displacing the MOT Cloud
It might not always be possible to start with the MOT right above the fiber. To check whether this plays a
significant role in loading atoms the MOT is displaced side-ways. [Fig. 3.6 b)] shows loading efficiency into 7.5
µm fibers considering upto 1 mm off-centred MOT clouds with a temperature 30 µK and trapping beams with
P = 50 mW. And, for the same conditions of the MOT temperature and dipole trapping beam, [Fig. 3.6 a)]
shows the dependence on the number of loaded atoms to the size of a centred MOT cloud. Intuitively, a centred
MOT with small size should allow for a higher loading efficiency.
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a) b)
Figure 3.6: Approximate scans (Natom = 10
6 and ∆t = 0.1 µs) to test the effect of a) changing the radius of
the MOT and b) misaligning it. The MOT is z = 5 mm above a 7.5 µm fiber and at a temperature of 30 µK
with the dipole trapping beam power: P=50mW.
3.2 Inside the Hollow-Core
The atomic trajectories can be continued into the fiber. At fiber entry, some Cs atoms are lost due to collisions
with the wall. These are reported when atoms come closer than 100 nm to the fiber surface, when van der
Waals surface effects become predominant.[190] Typically, they appear to settle into their orbits once they make
their way inside ∼100 µm of the hollow fiber. After which, their entry is tagged. And, after travelling along
the length of the fiber: |z| > 20 mm, atoms are assumed to exit the fiber. [Fig. 3.7] summarizes the entry and
exit conditions for a short 400 µm fiber.
a)
b)
Figure 3.7: a) Field strength and fiber dimensions follow the 40 mW configuration of Ref.[189]. Red trajectories
show atoms ‘colliding’ with the wall as they come within rhcpcf − rvdW = 100 nm of the fiber surface. Blue
trajectories show atoms entering and exiting the fiber. b) Potential drops due to the intensity gradient along
its axis [dashed white line in a)] alongside the gravitational potential are shown. When the fiber length is ∼ 20
mm, then the gravitational potential difference is larger than ∆Uopt, suggesting that all entering atoms do exit
the fiber.
Experimentally, atom numbers inside the fiber have been kept track of as suggested in Ref.[189]. These results
(for this case, reported laser powers is 40 mW – which is measured after the light exits the fiber) are compared
with simulations in [Fig. 3.8] for dipole trapping powers of 40 mW and 50 mW. An explanation for the early
rising time, perhaps, might relate to the manner in which the experiment is carried out. Atom numbers are
estimated by their absorption curves – whose intensities are gathered from the top. As shown in [Fig. 3.3 b)],




Figure 3.9: A top-down view of the atoms entering and settling into their ‘unstable’ [188] orbits inside the 7.5
µm hollow-core region of the fiber. For these trajectory calculations, ∆t = 0.1 µs.
loss mechanism when higher-order modes of the hollow-core [Fig. 1.8] are considered, which might explain the
observed trend.
Figure 3.8: Number of atoms in the fiber versus time. The blue dots correspond to the experimental results
reported in Ref.[189]. The yellow and magenta dashed lines correspond to simulations performed with P = 40
and 50 mW dipole trapping powers.
When P = 40 mW, [Fig. 3.9] shows how atoms enter and move inside the hollow fiber in the x − y direction.
Analysis of such trajectories has been more deeply commented about in Ref.[188]. For the same experimental
conditions, [Fig. 3.10] shows how the ensemble looks like inside the hollow region of the fiber, along with a more
to-scale version of the rather 1-dimensional hollow-core space!
As the ensemble moves through, its atom-atom distances, position and velocity distributions can be logged.
[Fig. 3.11] With the minimum atom-atom separation in such a configuration being ∼ 60 nm [Fig. 3.11 c)],
atom-atom interaction potentials needn’t be considered in this scenario. Ref.[189] also attempts a transverse
temperature measurement by tracking the time taken by atoms before colliding with the fiber-wall once the
guiding dipole trapping beam is shut-off. The reported measurement points towards a ∼2.3 mK transverse
temperature, which is close to the accelerating ∆Uopt mentioned in [Fig. 3.7]. And, the simulated temperature
inferred from the ensemble’s average transverse K.E, is ∼0.4 mK. This merits a cross-checking of the simulation,
but such a temperature might also be plausible – as all of the energy increase from ∆Uopt needn’t exclusively
speed up transverse velocities.
Properties of the Atomic Ensemble Inside the Hollow Fiber
While atom-light interactions in the hollow-core region merits a more thorough discussion, a few broad comments
can be made. The transverse µm-size confinement of the hollow fibers can lead to two effects on atomic energies
[Fig. 3.12 a), b)]. Firstly, the atoms placed far from the center interact weakly with input photons due to a large
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a) b)
Figure 3.10: a) A more to-scale version of the 20 mm, 7.5 µm hollow-core region of the fiber. b) Snapshots of
the atomic ensemble as it enters and exits the fiber when 10 million atoms are released from the MOT cloud.
a) b)
c)
Figure 3.11: Starting with 100 million atoms, ∼ 13,600 atoms are loaded. At T = 50ms (Corresponding to the





y. Using the average K.E, an estimate of the transverse temperature is ∼0.4
mK. c) Distribution of atom-atom distances. Zooming into the ∼µm space tells us about small atom-atom
distances. In this case, dmin ∼ 63 nm. [Note: The bin sizes for the two histograms are different.]
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effective mode area (Aeff ) – which plays a role in the coupling constant gwvg [Fig. 1.10, Fig.1.11]. Secondly,
the strength of the coupling scales inversely with the radius of the hollow region.[Fig. 3.12 b), c)] The following











Figure 3.12: a) Normalized intensity of a Gaussian mode (considering a 2D integral:
∫
|E|2dxdy) with varying
mode diameters. Placing an atom at high-intensity regions enhances its coupling with the waveguide mode, as
parameterized by gwvg. b) Estimates of Aeff (ε(r) is taken as 1 inside the hollow-core) for atoms placed at
different locations in 7 and 30 µm hollow-cores. c) Coupling constant, gwvg, for placing atoms at the center of
fibers with varying mode diameters.
Such a coupling makes the optical depth (OD) depend on how the atoms are spread across the mode. [Fig.
3.13] follows two definitions of optical depths.












In OD1, mode area A is taken as Aeff – to account for the spatial variation of an atom’s coupling to the field.
OD2 considers a Gaussian spread of atoms as in [Fig. 3.11 a)]. Where w0 is the beam waist, wr,0 is the waist
of the atomic distribution, λ = 852 nm and cCG is the Clebsch-Gordon coefficient ∼0.3 for one of the Cs D2
transitions (852 nm).[194] In addition to the optical depth’s linear dependence on Natom and also their positions
within the mode, collective effects of the ensemble are suggested to also play a role.[88, 89, 230] And, venturing
into very high optical depths brings in the question of atom-atom interactions inside the fiber.
3.3 Hollow Beam Tunnel for Atoms
With loading efficiencies in the above mentioned scenarios being in the ∼1% regime, there appears to be quite
some room to better integrate atoms into hollow fibers. Following experiments suggested in Ref.[190], the use
of axicon lenses to create blue-detuned hollow beams [182] – which can also create a potential well – to guide
atoms into the hollow fiber is considered. Curiously, inverse to the case of light being guided over long-distances
by a material hollow optical fiber, in this case, matter is guided by a hollow optical guide! [Fig. 3.14] shows
their generation, and how such beams can maintain their intensity profile over long distances.
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Figure 3.13: For OD1, two measures of optical depth for centred and off-centred (by 3 µm) Cs atoms in 7µm
and 30µm are plotted, where off-centring is incorporated by considering mode area as Aeff . Triangular markers











Figure 3.14: a) As depicted in Ref.[183], a conical glass lens (axicon) generates a hollow ring in its far-field and
a Bessel-like beam in its near-field. b) This can be used to form a hollow tunnel for the atoms. The hollow
beam is approximated using a Gaussian function to correspond to the features mentioned in Ref.[191]. Below,
the potential along x formed at the fiber face (z = 0 mm) and (z = 5000 mm) are shown. Atoms with high
velocities (red and green) can escape or enter the tunnel, and atoms with low velocities (purple and yellow) are
kept inside or repelled. Coloured legends correspond to the atom’s initial transverse kinetic energy. Trajectories
are computed with ∆t = 0.1 µs.
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The idea to use such beams is to limit [Fig. 3.15] the horizontal spread of atoms [Fig. 3.2] after the MOT is
turned off. In the scenario of Ref.[189], [Fig. 3.2], as atoms travel from 5 mm atop the fiber to z = ∼500 µm,
a factor of about ∼50 - 100 are lost; and another factor of ∼50 are lost while making their way into the fiber.
As a starting point, the hollow field [Fig. 3.14] is approximated using Gaussian functions: wherein, the values
for the beam waist, potential depth and ring radius are linearly fit to the measurements at two z locations
provided in Ref.[190, 191]. The details of which, along with a comparison of the reported and simulated loading
efficiencies (for Natom = 10
6 and a time-step ∆t = 0.01 µs) are mentioned in the table below [Fig. 3.16 a)].
When appended with a red-detuned Gaussian beam (P = 100 mW), [Fig. 3.16 b)] shows results of a preliminary
calculation for the Cs atom loading experiment.[189] It suggests a trade-off between the hollow-beam acting as
a guide versus blocking atoms which otherwise would have been loaded.
Figure 3.15: An illustration of ∼50,000 atoms moving in the presence of the hollow beam tunnel. The conditions
of the MOT cloud and the diverging Gaussian trap are the same as in [Fig. 3.2]. ∆t = 0.01 µs are presented.
Figure 3.16: Left: Table comparing the simulation with the experiment [190, 191] implementing a hollow blue-
detuned tunnel beam to load atoms. Right: For Natom = 10
6 and ∆t=0.01s, loading estimates when the
blue-detuned tunnel beam and a red-detuned Gaussian with laser power P =100 mW are present.
In summary, small clouds prepared at low temperatures (1 µK) along with stronger optical potentials can
increase atom numbers by a factor of ∼10 for the case of red-detuned Gaussian beams. Appending a axicon-
generated hollow blue-detuned beam can, in some cases, increase the efficiency by a factor of ∼5. With regards
to the discrepancies in comparison and in cases where fields vary quickly, energy conservation and accuracy of
the computations needs to be checked for more carefully.
By considering different starting points of the MOT cloud and incorporating other kinds of optical forces, such
a study can be extended to test alternative loading procedures. Of interest, is to be able to realize a direct
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‘pouring’ of atoms into the fibers – which can serve us a handle to bring different numbers of atoms into the
hollow fiber. Also, the role of higher-order modes of the hollow-core fiber in the loading dynamics and atomic
motion inside the hollow-core fiber can be studied.
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Chapter 4
Single Photon Wavelength Conversion
a) b)
Figure 4.1: a) An SEM (scanning electron microscope) image of an InAsP Quantum Dot (QD) (represented as
a coloured rectangle [not to scale]) in a tapered InP nanowire.[277] b) A schematic of interfacing light emitted
from a QD with Cs atomic ensembles. If wavelength conversion in atomic ensembles can be efficient at low-light
levels, an optical photon can be up or down converted for telecom or satellite-based communication.
As an example of a quantum optics process enhanced by the use of a hollow-core fiber, this chapter explores the
conversion of single photons emitted by quantum dots at ∼895 nm to wavelengths that are either suitable for
free-space QKD (∼794 nm) (Quantum Key Distribution) or for low-loss propagation in a commercial telecom
fiber (∼1469 nm).[Fig. 4.1]
Chapter Overview: Nonlinearities of ♦-level Cs atomic ensembles might allow for such quantum frequency
conversion. Following a semi-classical description, a 1D system is described using a coupled quantised equation
model put forth in literature.[230] This can aid in setting up experiments by suggesting the required field
strengths, detunings and optical depth. This preliminary model for plane-wave fields suggests that conversion
efficiencies ∼90 % is conceivable.
Frequency conversion can be a useful tool to integrate networking and information processing elements which
run on different spectral bands, and also realize frequency domain quantum information processing.[215] Ideally,
apart from their frequency, one’d want all the properties of input and output photons to stay the same in order
to maintain the quantum state represented by light. Such a process can also help engender networks that can
distribute entanglement over many nodes.[60] For instance, stationary atomic ensembles can serve as quantum
memories which can be entangled with travelling photons. Frequency conversion allows for their long-distance
travel via telecom optical fibers or free-space satellite channels. Following which, at a remote node, these
photons can non-locally connect the atomic clouds.
The nonlinear response of solid-state materials have been used to cross these frequency bridges. Crystals
composed of LiBNO3 in PPLN (periodically-poled Lithium Niobate) waveguides [60]; SixNy [206] and GaAs
[207] in nanophotonic structures have been used for photon-level frequency conversion. Such phenomena, as
suggested by ab-initio electronic energy studies, tie to how electrons move upon applied fields. From a quantum
mechanical perspective: atoms, in the presence of light, are cast into electronic superposition states. These
coherences grant them a variety of unusual optical properties – studied under the broad umbrella of nonlinear
optics. This provides one a versatile space to use the same atom for varied purposes via arranging for different
kinds of optical responses. Since the 1990s, atomic media have been used to convert frequencies of light.[201]
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Nonlinear Wave-Mixing and Energy-Momentum Conservation
Upon increasing the power on a two-level atom, its initially linear response saturates. Density matrix terms
exhibit this nonlinearity [Fig. 2.8], and the linear response of a damped harmonic oscillator can be generalized
to incorporate higher-order terms. In addition to intensity-related nonlinear effects, a combination of waves –
~E = ~E1 + ~E2 + ~E3 + ~E4 – can be ‘mixed’ upon interaction.[Fig. 4.2] Classically, this might be thought of via
the coupling of different oscillators.
Figure 4.2: An illustration of the mixing of four light fields in the presence of atoms. Here, the discussion
considers the case phase-matched co-propragating (also referred to via forward) fields.
Governed by energy-momentum conservation principles, this nonlinear response can give rise to newer frequen-
cies by combining existing frequencies: such as – sum, difference and harmonic generation. That is, the medium
can oscillate at a new frequency by accepting particular combinations of other frequencies. Phenomenologically,
depending on the number of interacting fields, optical response of matter is categorized into different orders:
~P = ε0(χ





In effect, χ (susceptibility) engenders an interaction between photons. These multi-photon ‘scattering’ processes
can be viewed diagrammatically [204, 205] and their propagation can be analyzed in terms of coupled wave
equations.[238] As many-level systems correspond to multi-mode photon states, nonlinear processes can be used
to source correlated lights.[202] And also, the mixing of photon fields within an atomic medium can lead to
squeezed and entangled radiation. In fact, the first demonstration of squeezed light was made using a four-
wave-mixing process.[213]
Four-wave mixing (FWM) is a third-order χ(3) nonlinear process which can: a) output two new fields in the
presence of two fields such that: ω1 + ω2 = ω3 + ω4; b) create an additional frequency given three fields
ω4 = ω1 +ω2±ω3; or c) transform one field into three ω1 +ω2±ω3 = ω4. For the process to be ‘on resonance’,
incoming and outgoing beams also ought to respect momentum [∆~~k = 0] conservation which specifies their
allowed directions. In addition, it is suggested that the relative phases [φ] of the applied fields ‘critically
determines’ the atomic response.[227, 228, 229] This aspect of light transport isn’t considered here.
In Rb vapours, frequency conversion via FWM has been demonstrated in ♦-type [222, 223, 224] and double-Λ
configurations.[220, 226, 230, 231] ♦-type and double-Λ, though both four level systems, showcase differences
when population decay terms are taken into consideration. Here, an attempt to port the discussion of wavelength
conversion using a diamond-scheme to the case of Cs atomic ensembles is presented. The enhanced fields that the
ensembles see inside a hollow-core fiber might help realizing an efficient conversion. Relatedly, the use of single
Cs atom for frequency conversion interfaced to a nanophotonic waveguide has also been recently commented
upon in Ref.[236].
Cs atom energies that are relevant for ♦-level up and down conversion are shown in [Fig. 4.3]. One might
hypothesize for the optical to telecom conversion to take place in the 30 µm fiber, and the optical to satellite
wavelength conversion to take place in the 7 µm fiber [Fig 1.7]. Two telecom band transitions are being
considered: an O-band wavelength – ∼1360 nm: 6P1/2 ↔ 7S1/2 and an S-band wavelength – ∼1470 nm:
6P3/2 ↔ 7S1/2. To make the atom oscillate at the S-band telecom transition, given an optical transition – say,
6P1/2 ↔ 6S1/2 – the sum-difference frequency generation loop: 6S1/2 ↔ 6P3/2 ↔ 7S1/2 ↔ 6P1/2 ↔ 6S1/2 can be
completed. When the 6P1/2 ↔ 6S1/2 transition is tuned to a quantum dot transition [Fig. 4.1], the conversion
of pulsed Fock states can be experimentally explored. Likewise, the sum-difference-frequency generation loop
of 6S1/2 ↔ 6P3/2 ↔ 8S1/2 ↔ 6P1/2 ↔ 6S1/2 can be used to morph ∼894 nm photons into ∼794 nm photons..
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In addition, an analysis of FWM processes might prove to be helpful to understand other quantum optical proto-
cols such as: optical parametric amplification, quantum memories, phase conjugation, and nonlinear switching.


























Figure 4.3: Cs fine structure energy levels 6S1/2, 6P3/2, 7S1/2, 8S1/2, 6P1/2, with its hyperfine structure and
its Zeeman manifold. A more complete analysis of how atom-light interactions move through this space ought
to consider all allowed decay channels and polarization-dependent couplings.[194]
[Fig. 4.3] shows Cs atom energy levels, out of which, two ♦ schemes can be used for up and down conversion.
For the following discussion, details of its hyperfine levels are not considered. And, the following energy levels
and emission pathways are assumed: [194, 195]
Cs Transitions Wavelengths Transition Dipole Matrix (µij)
6S1/2 ↔ 6P 3/2 852.35 nm 6.298 qe a0
6P3/2 ↔ 7S1/2 1469.89 nm 6.489 qe a0
6P1/2 ↔ 7S1/2 1359.20 nm 4.249 qe a0
6S1/2 ↔ 6P1/2 894.59 nm 4.478 qe a0
6P3/2 ↔ 8S1/2 794.61 nm 1.461 qe a0
6P1/2 ↔ 8S1/2 761.10 nm 1.026 qe a0
Γfree−space
7S1/2 → 6P3/2 2π× 1.99 MHz
7S1/2 → 6P1/2 2π× 1.30 MHz
8S1/2 → 6P3/2 2π× 0.56 MHz
8S1/2 → 6P1/2 2π× 0.32 MHz
6P1/2 → 6S1/2 2π× 4.51 MHz
6P3/2 → 6S1/2 2π× 5.23 MHz
4.1 Semi-classical Solution of Four-Level Atom
[Fig. 4.4] shows the two ♦ energy levels which couple two weak (photon) fields with two strong classical laser
fields. From an experimental point of view, one’d want to know for a given length of the atomic cloud inside the
fiber, what conditions of the applied laser fields – such as their detunings and strengths – lend us appreciable
conversion of the input field (Ei) into the frequency-converted signal field (Es).
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First, to get an idea as to how multi-level atoms can couple fields of different frequencies, a basic sketch is
presented.[220, 221] Atomic state evolution is penned by Schrodinger’s equation, which enters light’s propa-
gation equation, specified by Maxwell’s equations, via the polarization term: ~P . Termed as ‘Maxwell-Bloch’
or ‘Maxwell-Schrodinger’ equations, they help describe a range of phenomena such as: absorption, dispersion,
lasing, self-induced transparency and formation of solitons.[38] In a steady-state approach, atomic evolution
equations can be solved independently; which can then be incorporated into field evolution.
Material Properties from Quantum Theory
a) b)
Figure 4.4: Applied laser fields along with input and output coupled fields for the ♦-level schemes outlined in
[Fig. 4.3]. The dotted lines represent: Ωi/Êi (corresponding to the input wave) and Ωs/Ês (corresponding
to the output signal wave). These are much lower in strength than the control fields Ωa and Ωb, denoted by
bolder arrows. The levels are represented as (in the clock-wise direction): (|0〉, |1〉, |2〉, |3〉 ↔ 6S1/2, 6P3/2,
7S1/2/8S1/2, 6P1/2).
For a single atom (at some position ~r0), the energies and couplings shown in [Fig. 4.4] are mentioned in the
Schrodinger equation. The coupling between the levels due to classical fields is parameterized by Ωij terms.
Here, ~Ωij = µijEijeiΦij (i < j, Eij is the amplitude of the electric field and µij = 〈i| d̂ |j〉 is the transition
dipole matrix element) invokes the dipole approximation, and the rotating wave approximation is assumed.





The primed variables are the laser frequencies, ∆x are detunings, and ωx corresponds to the actual transitions.
(a, b) refer to the two classical laser fields, and (i, s) to the input and signal lights. Given an arrangement
of incident lights, a steady-state solution for the electronic wavefunction: ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ| can be sought. For







a, the Hamiltonian can be made time-independent by a transformation:
R̂ =














|ψ〉 → |ψ̃〉 = R̂ |ψ〉 Ĥ → ˜̂H
With this, the time evolution equation: i~d|ψ̃〉dt =
˜̂









0 Ωa 0 Ωi
Ω∗a 2∆a Ωs 0
0 Ω∗s 2∆s,a Ω
∗
b








(−Ω → Ω) is assumed by setting µij ’s phase, and Φij → φij . And, ∆s,a = ∆i,b = ∆s + ∆a = ∆i + ∆b.
Steady-states [Fig. 2.3], ˙̃c→ 0, refer to the ‘settled’ quantum states – which can be expressed in terms of field
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strengths, phases and detuning. By approximating the population to be in the ground state (which can be
justified when the fields are weak), coefficients c̃1, c̃2, c̃3 are written as: (using [219])
c̃0 → 1
c̃1 →
(−4∆i∆s,a + |Ωb|2)Ω∗a − ΩsΩ∗iΩ∗b













(−4∆a∆s,a + |Ωs|2)Ω∗i − ΩbΩ∗aΩ∗s
8∆a∆i∆s,a − 2∆a|Ωb|2 − 2∆i|Ωs|2
From such an electronic state, the expectation value of polarization [of a medium with number density (number
of atoms per unit volume) N ] can be inferred by the averaged value of the position of the electron (dipole
moment):
P (z, t) = N〈d̂〉 = NTr[d̂ρ]→ NTr[ ˜̂dρ̃]
In the rotated frame, the density matrix elements can be written via – ρ̃ij = c̃ic̃
∗
j :
ρ̃00 ρ̃01 ρ̃02 ρ̃03
ρ̃10 ρ̃11 ρ̃12 ρ̃13
ρ̃20 ρ̃21 ρ̃22 ρ̃23
ρ̃30 ρ̃31 ρ̃32 ρ̃33

Also, in the rotated frame, the dipole matrix operator elements would look like:
0 µa 0 µi
µ∗a 0 µs 0
0 µ∗s 0 µ
∗
b
µ∗i µb 0 0
→















0 µa 0 µi
µ∗a 0 µs 0
0 µ∗s 0 µ
∗
b
µ∗i µb 0 0



















































In relation to which, input and signal components of atomic polarization can be written as:
(Ps(z) exp i(ω
′
st+ κ1) + c.c) + (Pi(z) exp i(ω
′
it+ κ2) + c.c)
Including the spatial phase component of the fields [ei
~k·~r] (assumed to be co-propagating in the z-direction) in
Ωij , ~P (in the steady-state) are written in terms of the electric fields by substituting the coefficients (c̃) into
the density matrix terms: (with Eij → Eijeφij )
Pi(z) = χ
(1)




bEs exp [−i(ka + ks − kb) · z]
Ps(z) = χ
(1)













b exp [i(2ks + ka − ki − kb) · z]
From here, nonlinear susceptibility terms and momentum conservation (phase-matching) criteria can be in-
ferred. Propagation of fields can be estimated in the slowly-varying envelope approximation (SVEA) regime.[18,
35, 38] (E and P are the envelopes of E and P , where E(z, t) = E(z, t) exp i(kz − ω′t) + c.c and P (z, t) =
P(z, t) exp i(kz − ω′t) + c.c.) Assuming: ∆k = ks + ka − ki − kb = 0, and when the input and signal fields are


























= αsEs + κsiEi
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These coupled equations describe the interplay between the two (input and signal) modes of light. While αi, αs
are self-coupling coefficients (the field effects its own propagation – such as absorption and dispersion), κis, κsi
talk about the effect of one field on another.
Semi-classical Density Matrix Solution
Two assumptions made in the calculation above can be addressed. First, given that the applied laser field (Ωa)
isn’t necessarily weak, steady-state population needn’t be in the ground state. Second, an open quantum systems
perspective suggests the atomic coupling to the environmental modes can be included in system dynamics via























As briefly mentioned earlier, only the following emission processes are considered which maintain the electronic
population among the four levels. Extensions to this approach can be considered via adding loss channels
through a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian.[236]
D̂ =

(γ01ρ11 + γ03ρ33) −ρ01Γ01 −ρ02Γ02 −ρ03Γ03
−ρ10Γ10 (−ρ11γ01 + ρ22γ12) −ρ12Γ12 −ρ13Γ13
−ρ02Γ02 −ρ21Γ12 (−ρ22γ12 − ρ22γ32) −ρ23Γ23
ρ30Γ03 −ρ31Γ13 −ρ32Γ23 (−ρ33γ03 + ρ22γ23)





































(Ω∗sρ13 + 2∆s,aρ23 + Ω
∗




(Ω∗aρ03 + 2∆aρ13 − Ωiρ10 − Ω∗bρ12 − 2∆iρ13 + Ωsρ23)− Γ13ρ13
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Approximations and Steady-State ρ Elements
Compared to the classical fields Ωa and Ωb, one can view input (Ωi) and signal (Ωs) fields as weak perturbations
on the atom. This suggests that higher-order terms corresponding to their intensities can be neglected.
Ĥ = Ĥatom + Ĥclassical + Ĥweak = Ĥatom−classical + Ĥweak
ρ can be expressed as a combination of different orders of responses:
ρ(t) = ρ(0) + ρ(1) + ρ(2) + ...+ ρ(n) + ...





(i)] + [Ĥweak, ρ
(i−1)]







11 remain non-zero, which are of the same form as discussed for the two-level case in Chapter

































































12 . Appending the Γ terms, [216] in the steady state (
˙ρ(1) → 0), these
four-equation-four-variables along with the solution of two-level atoms provide us the coefficients αi, αs, κis κsi.
This also assumes that the classical fields maintain their intensities along the propagation. [Fig. 4.5] shows ρ03
terms as a function of ∆i in relation to atom-light dressed states for the given Ω and ∆ of the applied fields.
Onwards, Ω is assumed to be a real number.
a) b)
Figure 4.5: a) Energies in [Fig. 4.4] in terms of dressed states.[230, 211] Input Ωi light can see four resonances.
b) Normalized real and imaginary part of ρ03 density matrix terms w.r.t its detuning, which can be related to
four two-level-like resonances shown in: [Fig. 2.8]. For the 894 nm ↔ 794 nm conversion protocol, the classical
field parameters are: (Ωa, Ωb, ∆a, ∆b) ∼ (274, 92, -5, 46) MHz. And the weak fields: Ωi ∼ 0.05 MHz, Ωs = 0
MHz. Solutions obtained using [217].
If the incoming light is on-resonant to one of these dressed energies, it can be lost in the absorption-emission
process. It is suggested that by placing the input light in an appropriate parametrically-coupled window, it is
possible to morph it into the signal.[230] Relatedly, Refs.[231, 232] suggest the role of achieving entanglement-
preserving and noiseless conversion by creating EIT (Electromagnetically Induced Transperancy) windows suit-
able for the wavelength conversion process.
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4.2 Coupling to Quantized Fields
While a full derivation is yet to be carried out, here, an outline of the methods as gathered from Refs.[226,
230, 202, 233, 234, 93] is briefly attempted. And, for the subsequent plots, the results reported in Ref.[230]
are adapted to the case of Cs atoms. A travelling photon pulse interacting with a one-dimensional nonlinear
medium also ought to benefit from a reflection upon theoretical viewpoints that have been put forth in Refs.[51,
52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58].
Figure 4.6: 1D propagation through a medium can be expressed via input and output field operators.[226, 233]






âi,s(z, t) exp i(ki,sz − ωi,st) + c.c.
And, polarization of the medium relates with the slowly varying collective atomic operators: [202, 233, 226]
Pge(z, t) ↔ N σ̂ge(z, t). At each z, atomic operators are averaged over a small volume: (kge and ωge are the
wave-vector and angular frequencies of the applied fields corresponding to the transitions [g, e are lower and











|gn〉〈en| exp [−i(kgez − ωget)]




′)] = Lδijδ(z − z′) [σ̂ij(z), σ̂†kl(z
′)] = (L/N)δ(z − z′)[δjkσ̂il(z)− δilσ̂kj(z)]
As each photon couples to the entire ensemble, the energy involves an integral over the medium’s length: (in the





dz(2∆aσ̃11 + 2∆s,aσ̃22 + 2∆iσ̃33 + giâ
†
i σ̃03 + gsâ
†




Time evolution of the atomic operators are expressed via Heisenberg-Langevin equations, as stated in Ref.[234]:







[Ĥ, σ̃ij ]− γdephasingij σ̃ij + δij
∑
k
γspontaneouski σ̃kk + F̂ij
The propagation of the fields in the steady-state are written as: [230, 202]
dâi(z)
dz












It is of interest to see how these two models (semi-classical and quantised) of field propagation compare.[212]
It appears that by a “substitution”: Ωi,s → gi,sâ†i,s along with ρ → σ in the set of atomic operator equations
as expressed in Ref.[230], one re-obtains expressions for the density matrix terms noted above. However,
coupled equations obtained from a quantised field approach seem to house a different constant that relates
field propagation ∂zEi to its polarization Pi.[220, 225] Although, as suggested in the analysis of a double-Λ
system,[226] conversion efficiency estimates: η, (defined below) are similar for semi-classical and quantised
approaches. Also worth noting, Ref.[230] refers to Ref.[88] in order to account for cooperative phenomena in
the ensemble.
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Figure 4.7: Analytically obtained [230] self-coupling coefficient α′i versus input detuning for the 894 nm ↔ 794
nm conversion protocol – (Ωa, Ωb, ∆a, ∆b) ∼ (274, 92, -5, 46) MHz. Such a trend can be contrasted with the
Master equation based solution shown in [Fig. 4.5]. As a check, the blue peaks in [Fig. 4.5] correspond to
absorption, which appear as negative, real terms in the propagation equation. (Also blue in this picture.) K =
0.001.
Finding optimal experimental parameters for conversion
With the coupled equation coefficients ([Fig. 4.7] shows the plot of α′i v/s ∆i), the propagation equations lend
us the efficiency (η) of conversion. With the boundary condition of the signal field amplitude (at z = 0) → 0,
the field amplitudes after propagation can be calculated. In general, η is a function of the parameters: (Ωa,
Ωb, ∆a, ∆b, ∆i, OD, L). OD is defined as ρσcrossL – where ρ is the atomic density, σcross is the absorption




By fixing any number of the above parameters, we can optimize this function. An illustration of this seemingly
non-trivial space of exploration is given in [Fig. 4.8]. Fixing L = 6 mm, (as also explored in Ref.[230]) the
parameters: (Ωa, Ωb, ∆a, ∆b, ∆i) are searched through in a range of 300 MHz for each OD value. The
optimization attempted is a ‘dual annealing’ algorithm, which is a standard library routine in the Python
numerical package, SciPy. It appears that increasing the number of atoms helps us park ourselves towards
higher efficiencies.[Fig. 4.9 a)]. And, by fixing Natom, one can re-write OD in terms of (effective) mode area (if
the definition mentioned in Pg. 30 is used [Fig. 4.9 b)]).
Also, at a given OD, for each set of optimal values that is generated: (Ωa, Ωb, ∆a, ∆b), ∆i is varied to check
for the ‘bandwidth’ (the frequency window allowing for plane-wave conversion) of the conversion.[Fig. 4.10]
It appears that both, high optical depths and high powers are required for a broadband conversion – a trend
also suggested for EIT-based coherent broadband memories in a Λ-level system.[208] However, Ref.[232] briefly
mentions that lower optical depths might also aid in realizing efficient conversion.
Required Field Strengths for Hollow Fibers
To check for the power requirements suggested in [Fig. 4.10], [Fig. 4.11] translates Ω for confined Gaussian
modes in the ∼7 µm and ∼30 µm hollow-core fibers. Ω → 1 GHz field amplitude requirements are attainable
with the hollow fibers when mW range powers are used.
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Figure 4.8: Cross-sections of η (for the 894 nm ↔ 794 nm conversion protocol) v/s (∆a and ∆b) for varying
∆i; Ωa = 300 MHz and Ωb = 50 MHz, OD = 1000, L = 6 mm, showing the parametric landscape formed by
the fields.
a) b)
Figure 4.9: a) Estimates of conversion efficiency versus optical depth for a 6 mm atomic cloud. b) Mode area
plays the role of providing an effective optical depth. Given a number of atoms, either all centred with the mode
or radially separated, we can estimate the range of η possible. For the 894 nm ↔ 794 nm conversion protocol,
and for ∼17,000 atoms [189] within a ∼7 µm fiber – which can have an Aeff effective mode area [Fig. 3.12]




Figure 4.10: For the mentioned parameters of (Ωa, Ωb, ∆a, ∆b), η v/s ∆i plots are obtained. a) Shows some
possible results with an OD = 10, and b) OD = 1000. It appears that, in some cases, increasing the optical
depth can also increase the frequency range where reasonable conversion efficiencies can be obtained. c) For
each OD, estimates of a range of FWHM (full-width half maximum) are plotted. The vertical bars are to
denote possible variations in these widths (as can also be gathered from a) and b)). The light gray shaded
region indicates where the applied field strengths (Ω) are in the ∼ GHz range. These results correspond to the
894 nm ↔ 794 nm conversion protocol.
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a) b)
Figure 4.11: Power requirements, according to the relation: Ω = |µ
~E|
~ for the ∼7 µm photonic bandgap fiber
(optical - infra-red conversion protocol), and the ∼30 µm IC fiber (optical - telecom conversion protocol)
mentioned in [Fig. 1.7]. | ~E| refers to the amplitude of the Gaussian mode. The dotted gray and red lines
denote the 10 µW and 1 mW limit, respectively.
4.3 Outlook: How to consider light from Quantum Dots?
Both field and atomic evolution have to be changed to incorporate pulsed input fields. SVEA equations for
the field ought to involve a ∂tE(z, t) term. And the transient behaviour of the density matrix elements limits
the steady-state approximation. In relevance to experiment, one has to consider how an ensemble responds to
light from a quantum dot whose pulses can be of the order ∼1 ns. It is possible to convert the four temporal
equations mentioned in Pg. 39 (which also apply to atomic operators) into a linear set by moving into the
frequency domain, as mentioned in.[203, 208, 210, 233] After following through their propagation, pulses can be
put back together via an inverse Fourier transform. Under the assumption that SVEA is valid for short pulses,
[Fig. 4.12] presents a preliminary calculation.
Figure 4.12: A preliminary calculation to consider pulse propagation. Here, for the mentioned field conditions
and optical depth, a 5 ns Gaussian pulse is followed as it passes through an ensemble of atoms with L = 6 mm.
As an outlook, derivations involving quantum light propagation need to be properly considered, and also, further
detail concerning the quantum nature of light needs to be filled in: such as fidelity, quadrature, correlations
and the role of quantum noise.[226] And, to form a more complete picture of photon wavelength conversion in
the hollow fiber, one also has to incorporate the role of mode-confinement, motion and geometry of the atomic
ensemble, the role of phase-matching, hyperfine levels [237] and spatially varying control pulses.[209]
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Chapter 5
Electromagnetic Properties of a 2D
Photonic Crystal Membrane
The interactions between photons and atoms inside the hollow-core fibre can potentially be further enhanced
by integrating an optical resonator (cavity) into the fiber. However, realizing the cavity while making the fiber
accessible for atom loading presents a challenge. Recently, [71] reported creating a cavity inside a hollow-core
fiber by capping a short section of the fiber with perforated dielectric slabs that act as photonic crystal mirrors.
While loading room temperature atoms into such cavities should be straightforward, guiding cold atoms through
a photonic crystal slab comes with potential pitfalls and has not been studied yet.
Chapter Overview: In this small chapter, modal and scattered fields of a photonic crystal membrane using
computational electromagnetism software are briefly presented. These can help one understand how atoms
move in the space around the membrane, and whether they can make their way through the perforations of the
membrane.
Micro-to-nano-scale structuring lends natural material their colors, textures [10, 252] and mechanical properties
[254]. This also provides us a general top-down design space to tune photonic baths. This, because the length
scale of patterning governs the way in which light interacts with the structure. A wavelength-scaled periodic
patterning of dielectrics forms a photonic crystal. A thin PC membrane with circular square lattice holes is
depicted in [Fig. 5.1].
Figure 5.1: Left: A PC membrane with circular holes and a square lattice can have interesting transmission and
reflection properties. Right: Basis cell that generates the PC slab upon repetition. This particular geometry,
reported in Ref.[72], shows a large reflectivity for wavelengths around ∼850 nm.
Interestingly, when designed appropriately, they can serve as near-ideal reflectors.[240, 245, 243] While exploring
the design space of such a membrane (lattice parameter a, radius r and thickness t) might be non-trivial, a brute-
force optimization can provide for desired values of wavelength-dependent transmission.[72] Placing these upon
either side of the hollow fiber forms a Fabry-Perot cavity.[Fig. 5.2] Such micro-scale devices, pointing towards
on-chip integration, benefit from the versatile role atoms can play to fashion classical and quantum optical
technologies. One might imagine using such a light-matter interface for all-optical switching, superradiant
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lasing and quantum information processing nodes.[71] In addition to an exploration of cavity QED in confined
spaces, the design space of 2D nanophotonic membranes allows for the creation of birefringent cavities by




Figure 5.2: A representative cross-section of a hollow fiber capped with a PC slab with an atomic ensemble.
If the PC membranes act as a mirror, and also allow for atoms to pass through, they can serve as interesting
meso-scale quantum optical cavities.
5.1 Resonances of a Photonic Crystal Membrane
Let’s consider a very thin dielectric glass slab of thickness t = 0.5 µm. The transmission (T , defined as the ratio
of output and input intensities) of normally incident plane-waves through the slab can be imagined via partial
reflections and transmissions at each interface, leading to a geometric series. In this case, light passes from n1
= 1 (air) to n2 = 2.11 (SiN), and back to n1 = 1. T can be written as:[257]
T =
∣∣∣∣ 4n1n2e−ik2t(n1 + n2)2 + (n2 − n2)2e−i2k2t
∣∣∣∣2
Now, adding periodic holes [Fig. 5.1] to this slab changes the way one readily thinks of T . [Fig. 5.3] shows
features of T for a PC membrane (computed using an open-source RCWA (rigorous coupled-wave analysis)
solver: S4) compared to a uniform slab with refractive indices n2 and n2,avg. n2,avg is calculated by taking the





Figure 5.3: Transmission of linearly polarized plane-wave light through a PC membrane and a uniform dielectric
slab. Parameters of the PC membrane are: a = 1 µm, r = 0.2 µm, t = 0.5 µm and n = n2. Calculation
(with number of Fourier coefficients = 100) is performed adapting an example script provided with S4.[261]
Transmission through a uniform with refractive index: n2 is calculated analytically and using [261], and for a
refractive index: n2,avg is calculated analytically.
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These relatively sharp features atop the uniform slab’s spectra are suggested to relate with the resonances that
photonic crystals house.[240, 241, 243, 72] In Ref.[240], a frequency dependent dielectric constant is used for such
a fit. And in [Fig. 5.3], n2,avg and n2 match the PC membrane transmission for long and short wavelengths,
respectively. Much like crystals in condensed matter theory which display electronic resonances, PCs also make
light dance in definite rhythms according to its geometry. Maxwell’s equations, in terms of the magnetization










~H ~H(~r, t) = exp i(~k · ~r − ωt) ~H~k(~r)
Here, (~k, ω) refer to the wave-vector and angular frequency of light, ε(~r) refers to the spatially varying dielectric
medium and ~H~k refers to the Bloch wave in the medium. Similarities between the descriptions of electrons
in solid-state materials and light in photonic crystals, as adapted from Ref.[239], are summarized in the table
below:
Quantum Mechanics Electromagnetism
Field Ψ(~r, t) = Ψ(~r)e−iEt/~ ~H(~r, t) = ~H(~r)e−iωt




Hermitian Operator Ĥ = − ~
2
2m∇
2 + V (~r) M̂ ~H = ∇× 1ε(~r)×
Modes for the reflective PC membrane geometry [Fig. 5.1], using an open-source eigensolver – MPB, are
represented in a band-diagram [Fig.5.4]. As noted in, Ref.[241] the modes of such a square lattice slab can
be single or doubly degenerate. From a mathematical point of view, symmetries of the patterning help to
categorize different kinds of oscillations which can have intriguing properties, such as resonances with long
life-times.[245, 244, 246]
Incident light with a transverse Gaussian pattern (which has a spread ~k|| = 0) can talk to modes around the
Γ-point. One might imagine the dielectric being imbued with currents in order to generate their corresponding
modal fields. These excited modes (also referred to as guided resonances [240]), in some cases, can couple to
the free-flowing modes (usually within the blue-shaded region in [Fig. 5.4]) in either direction (ω = c|~k|), whose
interference can be mapped to transmission features [Fig. 5.3] of a PC membrane (T ). Vaguely, features due
to such a process are termed Fano resonances.[240, 241, 243]
As a preliminary check for the role of these resonances in the transmission features of the slab, [Fig. 5.5] plots
transmission curves for the reflective geometry shown in [Fig. 5.1]. The plot is overlayed with the modes plotted
in [Fig. 5.4]. Also, more generally, by considering electric and magnetic resonances of such membranes, it has





Figure 5.5: Transmission of polarized plane-wave light through a PC Membrane using [261] with the parameters
mentioned in [Fig. 5.4], and a uniform slab with n = n2. Vertical lines according to the modes obtained in [Fig.
5.4] are overlayed.
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Figure 5.4: The band diagram of the photonic crystal [239] for the geometry of the slab: a = 0.817 µm, r =





refers to the normalized frequency, ~k|| is the wave-vector of the field along
the plane of the membrane. The horizontal axis denotes the ~k-space as shown in the inset – which corresponds
to the Brilloin zone.[239] xy field profiles, as labelled by the alphabet with close energies along the Γ point are
presented (covering 3×3 unit cells). Some of the degenerate modes appear as rotations or reflections. TE- and
TM-like modes refer to transverse electric ( ~D) and magnetic ( ~H) fields. The dotted black line denotes the light
line. Calculation is performed adapting an example script provided with Ref.[260].
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5.2 A Holey Mirror!
Such resonances have been used to realize narrowband filters and broadband reflectors.[240] For instance, trans-
mission of the PC membrane in the window ∼820 - 870 nm [Fig. 5.5] suggests high reflectivity (R). This allows
to for a cavity at about 852 nm.[72] Another feature that is of interest is to be relatively transparent at 935
nm, which acts as a magic-wavelength dipole trapping beam to guide atoms.
In addition to the RCWA approach [Fig. 5.3], T and R can be numerically calculated via a time-domain FDTD
(finite-difference time-domain) method.[256] In the FDTD case, one can excite the PC membrane with a pulsed
plane-wave packet. Fourier-transforming the time-evolved state can, in one computation, determine its spectral
response – a feature that is implemented in the open-source MEEP software.[258] Alternatively, one can allow a
continuous plane-wave source to find its steady-state at each wavelength. This data generated using Lumerical
FDTD software [276], along with the other mentioned methods are plotted in [Fig. 5.6].
MEEP, FDTD
S , RCWA
Lumerical, FDTD; Ref. [71]
Figure 5.6: Reflectivity for the PC membrane with geometry and refractive specified in: [Fig. 5.4]. Black
squares correspond to the simulated reflectivity values and the dashed lines connect them. Spatial resolution
of the MEEP computation is ∆x = ∆y = ∆z = 0.05 µm, with the pulse decay-by factor = 10−7. Number of
Fourier coefficients in S4 computation is set to 100. Lumerical dataset corresponds to Fig. 2a in [71].
It would be worth checking how to account for the variations among these approaches. In relation to which, a
further study of the role of the modes shown in [Fig. 5.5] would be helpful.





Figure 5.7: a) A lattice of holes is formed with periodic boundary conditions (along the dotted red lines). S,
R and T planes refer to the source, reflection monitor and transmission monitor. b) Sideways and top-down
simulation region for a Gaussian mode transmission calculation.
To estimate the feasibility of loading atoms using optical forces, the incident field is modelled as a plane-wave
[Fig. 5.8] and a Gaussian wave [Fig. 5.7, Fig. 5.10] incident upon the membrane to obtain its EM field
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environment, such as its the 3D intensity profiles and polarization of the field.[Fig. 5.8] While the former can be
calculated by treating the PC membrane as a unit cell, large region FDTD simulations lend us the fields when
a Gaussian beam is incident.[Fig. 5.7)] For these computations, λ is set to 935 nm and the software package
MEEP is used to obtain the results.[258]
a) b)
1
Figure 5.8: a) Normalized field intensity cross-section for (continuous-wave) incident linearly (x) polarized
plane-wave fields upon the PC membrane. The unit-cell is duplicated for plotting. The simulation region is
sketched in [Fig. 5.7 a)]. b) Normalized profiles of the fields within the slab long different (along the dotted
black line shown in a)) directions: ~E = Exî + Ey ĵ + Ekk̂ and ~H = Hxî + Hy ĵ + Hkk̂. The computation was
performed with [258, 259].
The width of the Gaussian beam is set to w = 2.75 µm in order to test the effect of a ∼7 µm hollow fiber’s
mode scattering outwards. As a starting point, instead of the larger region [Fig. 1.4, [72]] spanned by the
periodic structure, a limited-sized the PC slab of size ∼15 µm [Fig. 5.7] is considered. [Fig. 5.10] and [Fig. 5.9]
show field and amplitude variations when a linearly polarized Gaussian mode is scattered by a PC membrane.
Alternatively, Gaussian incident fields have also been computed using an RCWA approach.[261]
Figure 5.9: Snapshot of an FDTD simulation when a Gaussian (linearly polarized) mode, representing the
HCPCF mode, is assumed to strike the PC membrane. The color represents the phase of the EM field. Software
used for this simulation: [258].
5.4 Outlook: How might atoms move around photonic crystals?
As suggested in [Fig. 5.11], one can calculate atomic motion in this field with intensity gradient fields. A fuller






Figure 5.10: a) Normalized intensities of the scattered field with and without the PC membrane. Extending
the simulation region, one can follow the near to far field evolution of the field. b) To the right are: xy profiles
at each location (represented by dashed lines). This allows one to quantify intensity gradient optical potentials
until the field dons its eventual Gaussian profile. In contrast, free-space evolution shows the slight dispersion of
the Gaussian field. Simulation software: [258]. With a resolution of ∆x = ∆y = ∆z = 0.05 µm, the computation
was performed using: [259].
In addition, field polarization and near-field effects of the material have to be accounted for.[125] Also, when
close to the surface (within a ∼100 nm range), surface potentials can play a role in determining atomic motion.
Related efforts trying to integrate atoms with nanostructures: Refs.[149, 150, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156] comment




Figure 5.11: a) About 100 - 200 µm from the fiber surface, the field can be followed by its analytical expression in
the intermediate region, as suggested in [Fig. 5.10] b) 3D data fields can be used to calculate atomic trajectories
by interpolating the function. c) Illustrating atomic trajectories when only dipole potentials from the data-set




→ Describing nature seems to require a new language. Realizing micro-scale platforms where we can reliably
transact energy with atoms can not only help clarify such an understanding, but can also further sustainable
technological progress. This thesis attempts at discussing two ongoing projects of the NPQO lab.
• One aims to follow atomic motion into hollow-optical fibers with and without photonic crystal membranes.
Without the PC membrane, parallel simulations of gravity-assisted atomic motion around hollow fibers allows
us to recreate the dropping of cold atomic clouds in different configurations. This helps to study their loading.
Atoms can be guided via red-detuned far-off resonant funnel beams diffracting from the hollow-fibers. Inside
the fibers, the ensemble geometry can also be visualized. While small atom-clouds and low temperatures (∼1
µK) seem to help us shuttle more atoms into the fiber, it appears that the initial arrangement of atoms limits
the fraction to about ∼1 %. Alternatively, blue-detuned hollow-tunnel beams can also be used. In some cases,
this can increase loading by a factor of ∼5. Alternative starting conditions of a MOT cloud might help one
better fountain atoms into hollow-optical fibers.
• Photonic crystal membranes can enhance light-matter interaction by forming mesoscale cavities around the
hollow-optical fiber: thanks to their mirror-like properties. With enhanced nonlinearities, these ensembles can
be used for photon-level optical switching and superradiant lasing. A very short study of its electromagnetic
fields, obtained by piggybacking on open-source electromagnetism software is presented. Appropriately stitching
this information into parallel algorithms might allow one to visualize atomic motion in relatively generalized
environments. A helpful and fun side-goal – especially as an on-chip integration of atoms into nanophotonic
cavities and waveguides can be very enabling for both: our own familiarization of the atomic landscape, and
technologically – would be to leverage the rendering capabilities of graphics processors to make this software
interactive.
→ The second aims to employ atomic ensembles inside hollow optical fibers as quantum networking nodes.
Depending on how we talk to them, atoms can serve a versatile role – such as generating, modifying or storing
quantum states of light. A preliminary approach to use Cs atomic ensembles for quantum frequency conversion
is provided. Rb atoms have been pursued both theoretically and experimentally in this regard. Here, this
discussion is ported to the case of ♦-level Cs atom schemes. On an introductory level, one can note how
nonlinearities ‘appear’ when atom-light interactions are semi-classically considered. Next, following an existing
theoretical model, the coupled propagation of two fields is discussed: an optical input field at (894 nm) which
can be tuned to a quantum dot transition, and an output field – suitable either for telecom fiber integration
(1470 nm) or coupling to satellites via free-space channels (790 nm). Such a model illustrates the dependence
of conversion efficiency on parameters of light fields such as the strength and detuning of the applied laser fields
along with the optical depth of the ensemble.
• It would be helpful to understand photon pulse propagation through ensembles in hollow optical fibers, and
what factors limit an efficient and noiseless conversion. Progress in these aspects can also help one study other
atomic ensemble-light interaction based phenomena in hollow fibers: such as quantum memories, super-radiance
and pair-production.
→ Relevant codes are made available here.
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